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ABSTRACT

Thermoelectric materials, which can convert the waste heat into electricity, or vice versa,
could be a promoting candidate for sustainable and environmental friendly energy supply. In
past decades, great efforts have been made on thermoelectric technology, for it has the merits
of high reliability, quiet operation due to the lack of moving parts, and less toxicity or harness
to the human body or the natural environment.

The dimensionless thermoelectric figure-of-merit (zT) is used to evaluate the working
efficiency of a practical thermoelectric system. It is defined as 𝑧𝑇 = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇/𝜅, where 𝑆, 𝜎,
𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜅 are Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, absolute temperature and total
thermal conductivity, respectively. Till now, numerous manners have been taken to achieve
high zT, where there are mainly two different ways, increasing the power factor (𝑃𝐹 = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇)
or reducing the thermal conductivity. However, owing to the well-known competing
correlations between each thermoelectric parameter, it is rather difficult in optimizing all the
parameters simultaneously.

Recently, carbon engineered thermoelectric systems offer new opportunities for modulating
thermoelectric performance owing to carbon’s unique phonon state, large thermopower, light
atom weight, mechanical flexibility, and tunable electrical conductivity. It should be noticed
that different carbon phases, like graphene, graphite, fullerene, carbon nanotube, etc., have
been adopted as secondary phase thermoelectric system, such as PbTe, skutterudite, zintl
phase, etc. However, the actually mechanism of how the introduced carbon modulate the
3

figure-of-merit of matrix material is still not well understood, while the main-current spots
lie in two different aspects. One believes that carbon incorporation, existing as dopant or
secondary phase, could greatly change the intrinsic carrier density of the sample, thus the
power factor could be enhanced. Another point is that the introduced carbon phase creates
interface with large specific area, hence the chemical interaction between atoms from two
phases, as well as the huge phonon state mismatch play an important role for the heat carrying
phonon scattering. This thesis represents a systematic study of carbon (graphene) doping
effect on the significant enhancement of thermoelectric performance and the mechanism for
Cu2Se thermoelectric material.

In chapter 1, a systematic literature review on the development of thermoelectric (TE)
technology is presented. The TE history is outlined from the discovery of Seebeck effect to
the current application of TE modules. Important parameters of TE materials and the physical
concept of these parameters are discussed. Two main-current approaches to improve the
figure-of-merit (zT), namely enhancing the power factor and reducing the thermal
conductivity, are summarized and presented. In the end, the physical properties and some
reported TE works on Cu2Se, a recently discovered superionic thermoelectric material, are
presented and discussed. Challenges to further improve the performance of Cu2Se are also
addressed.

In chapter 2, two fabrication methods, Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) process and melting
quench process used in this thesis are discussed. Characterization methods such as
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron
4

Microscope (SEM), Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and the
measurement principles of S, σ, T, κ are shown and discussed.

Chapter 3 reports the significant enhancement of figure-of-merit in graphene doped Cu2Se
thermoelectric materials fabricated by melting quench method. The carbon-reinforced Cu2Se
exhibits an ultra-high thermoelectric figure-of-merit of zT = 2.44 ± 0.25 at 870 K.
Microstructural characterization reveals dense, nanostructured grains of Cu2Se with
multilayer-graphene and graphite agglomerations located at grain boundaries. Hightemperature X-ray diffraction shows that the graphene-doped Cu2Se matrix retains a cubic
structure and the composite microstructure is chemically stable. Based on the experimental
structure, density functional theory was used to calculate the formation energy of carbon
point defects and the associated phonon density of states. The isolated carbon dopant is
shown to have a high formation energy in Cu2Se whereas graphene and graphite phases are
enthalpically stable relative to the solid solution. Neutron spectroscopy proves that there is a
frequency mismatch in the phonon density of states between the carbon honeycomb phases
and cubic Cu2Se. This provides a mechanism for the strong scattering of phonons at the
composite interfaces, which significantly impedes the conduction of heat and enhances
thermoelectric performance.

Chapter 4 shows the hybrid materials with densely and homogeneously distributed graphene
nanoplatelet (GNP) inclusion inside the Cu2Se matrix fabricated using SPS process. All
samples are characterized comprehensively by HRTEM, room temperature and high
temperature synchrotron X-ray diffraction, differential thermal analysis, and thermoelectric
5

properties measurements. The GNP is found densely and homogeneously distributed inside
the matrix material, leading to a large density of grain boundaries and refined Cu2Se grains
as well as GNP/Cu2Se interfaces. Despite of slight changes to electrical conductivity,
Seebeck coefficient and power factor by the GNP incorporation, the figure-of-merit (zT) in
GNP incorporated Cu2Se is enhanced by a factor of up to 1.7 at 873 K compared to the
undoped sample. The results indicate that it is the GNP/ Cu2Se interfaces that play an
important role in the great reduction on thermal conductivity and significantly enhancement
of zT. This work provides a suitable strategy to apply carbon engineering in improving
thermoelectric performance in the Cu2Se and other related compounds.

The graphene nanoplate incorporated Cu2Se shows greatly improved thermoelectric
performance. The carbon incorporation could moderately modulate the Seebeck coefficient
and electrical conductivity, while significantly reduce the thermal conductivity. This thesis
proves that carbon engineering could be a promising strategy to achieve high figure-of-merit
in Cu2Se and related thermoelectric compounds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Thermoelectric Materials

1.1 Background
Thermoelectric (TE) materials play an essential role in acquiring renewable clean energy
from waste heat, under the circumstances of increasingly severe environmental problems and
the global energy crisis.[1-4] Thermoelectric devices can generally convert thermal energy into
electricity or vice versa, when a temperature gradient impacts on thermoelectric junctions.[57]

Thermoelectric power generators and Peltier coolers, as applications of the thermoelectric

effect, are environmentally friendly, whereas conventional devices employ a working fluid.
Thermoelectric technology has the merits of no moving components, no noise pollution,
minimal environmental detriment, exceptional service reliability, and good portability.[8-11]
Currently, novel applications of thermoelectric materials include bio-thermal batteries to
power heart pacemakers, optoelectronics with enhanced performance coupled with solidstate thermoelectric cooling, and power provision for deep-space probes via radioisotope
thermoelectric generators,[12-15] which reveals that there must be an even brighter future for
thermoelectric applications.
The Seebeck effect, Peltier effect, and Thomson effect are the three fundamental
thermoelectric effects, which reveal the principles of thermoelectricity and determine
applications of thermoelectric materials. The dimensionless thermoelectric figure of merit
(zT) is defined as 𝑧𝑇 = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇/𝜅 = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇/(𝜅𝐶 + 𝜅𝐿 ), where S, T, 𝜎, 𝜅, 𝜅𝐶 , and 𝜅𝐿 are the
Seebeck coefficient, absolute temperature in Kelvin, electrical conductivity, total thermal
20

conductivity, charge carrier thermal conductivity, and lattice thermal conductivity,
respectively.[16-18] According to the figure of merit, we can easily determine the
thermoelectric transfer efficiency at a specific temperature by[19]
𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑇𝐻 −𝑇𝐶
𝑇𝐻

⋅

√1+𝑍𝑇−1
√1+𝑍𝑇+𝑇𝐻/𝑇𝐶

. ……(1.1)

Where TH and TC are the temperatures at the hot and cold thermoelectric junctions,
respectively. Great efforts have been made to enhance the figure of merit of thermoelectric
materials. Novel concepts and paradigms are shown here that have emerged, targeting
superior thermoelectric materials and higher energy conversion efficiency. These superior
aspects include band convergence, “phonon-glass electron-crystal”, multi-scale phonon
scattering, resonant states, anharmonicity, etc. Based on these concepts, numerous novel
thermoelectric materials with distinct features have been identiﬁed, including solids with
high band degeneracy, with cages in which atoms rattle, with nanostructures on different
scales, etc. It seems to be quite simple, according to the function, to enlarge the zT by
optimizing one or several parameters independently. There are many competing correlations,
however, between the different parameters, making things difficult. It is evident that the
correlated properties need to be decoupled more thoroughly, or new degrees of freedom
added to the overall optimization problem. Electrical and thermal transport must be
simultaneously optimized.
Cu-based materials, which consist of earth-abundant elements, have attracted great interest
recently due to their significant figure of merit and interesting physical properties. Currently,
many Cu-based compounds have been demonstrated to be promising commercial
thermoelectric materials with high zT, which are comparable to other state-of-the-art
21

thermoelectric materials.[20] In 2012, Liu et al. reported on the superionic Cu2-xSe, which
reaches a zT of 1.5 at 1000 K, redrawing the attention of public to this traditional material
due to its unique phase transition and electronic carrier properties.[21] According to the results,
a new tactic and direction for high-efficiency thermoelectric materials design has become
possible by exploring systems where a crystalline sublattice exists for electronic conduction
surrounded by liquid-like ions. From then on, massive research work has been conducted on
Cu2Se based thermoelectric materials, and numerous achievements on their fabrication,
texture design, or electrical and thermal optimization have greatly promoted the possibility
of industrial application of this thermoelectric material.

1.2 Thermoelectric Effects
Generally, the thermoelectric effect is related to three different effects: the Seebeck effect,
Peltier effect, and Thomson effect. The Seebeck effect was first discovered by a German
physicist named Thomas Seebeck, who reported experiments illustrating the production of
an electrical voltage by heating the junctions between different conductors in 1821. Thirteen
years later, a French physicist, Jean Charles Peltier, found the exact reverse effect to the
Seebeck effect, showing the phenomenon that the absorption and generation of heat will
occur when a current flows through a junction between two dissimilar conductors, which is
called the Peltier effect. In 1851, an Irish physicist and engineer, William Thomson, first
predicted the Thomson effect, and Baron Kelvin observed it in 1854, which is related to the
heating or cooling of a current-carrying conductor with a temperature gradient.[22]
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Figure 1. 1 Schematic diagram showing the mechanism of (a) the Seebeck effect and (b) the
Peltier effect.[23]

1.2.1 Seebeck effect
Figure 1.1(a) describes the concept of the Seebeck effect in a loop consisting of two
dissimilar conductors. An electrical potential difference will form when the junctions
between the two conductors are kept at different temperatures. This phenomenon was
discovered in 1821 by a German physicist named Thomas Seebeck, who demonstrated that
an electrical voltage would be generated if the junctions between dissimilar
conductors/semiconductors are heated.
The voltage generated by the Seebeck effect can be estimated by[24]
𝑇

𝑉 = ∫𝑇 2(𝑆𝐵 (𝑇) − 𝑆𝐴 (𝑇))𝑑𝑇 ……(1.2)
1

where 𝑆𝐴 and 𝑆𝐵 are the Seebeck coefficients of conductor A and conductor B, and 𝑇1 and 𝑇2
are the temperatures at the two different junctions, respectively. Given that the Seebeck
coefficient remains constant in the measured temperature range, [9]
V = (𝑆𝐵 − 𝑆𝐴 ) ⋅ (𝑇2 − 𝑇1 ) ……(1.3)
Generally, the Seebeck coefficients vary as a function of temperature and strongly depend
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on the types of conductors. The Seebeck effect can be adopted in thermocouples to briefly
measure temperature differences, and it also can be applied to actuate electronic switches that
can turn large systems on or off.

1.2.2 Peltier effect
Figure 1.1 (b) presents a schematic diagram of the concept of the Peltier effect, which was
discovered by the French physicist Jean Charles Athanase Peltier in 1834. The Peltier effect
shows the existence of a heating or cooling phenomenon at the electrified junction of two
different conductors, illustrating that heat may be generated (or removed) when a current
flows through a junction between two conductors. The Peltier heat generated at the junction
per unit time, 𝑄, is equal to[24]
𝑄 = (𝛱𝐴 − 𝛱𝐵 )𝐼 ……1.4
where 𝛱𝐴 (𝛱𝐵 ) is the Peltier coefficient of the two different conductors, and I is the electric
current from them. The Peltier coefficients show the quantity of heat carried per unit charge.
The Peltier effect has been successfully applied in heat pumps and thermoelectric coolers.
A typical Peltier-effect device consists of multiple junctions in columns, through which a
current is driven. Some parts of the junctions lose heat due to the Peltier effect, while others
gain heat.

1.2.3 Thomson effect
The Thomson effect, or Thomson heat, was predicted by William Thomson in 1851 and
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observed by Lord Kelvin (in 1854). It was discovered that the evolution or absorption of heat,
depending on the direction of current and material, occurs when an electric current passes
through a circuit composed of a current-carrying conductor that has a temperature difference
along its length.
If a current with density J passes through a circuit of homogeneous material, the heat
production rate q per unit volume can be predicted by the Thomson effect,[24]
𝑞 = −𝛫𝐽 ⋅ ∇𝑇𝑞 ……1.5
where ∇𝑇 and K are the temperature gradient and the Thomson coefficient, respectively.
The first Thomson relation is[24]
𝐾≡

𝑑𝛱
𝑑𝑇

− 𝑆 ……(1.6)

This relationship is easily shown, given that the Thomson effect is a continuous function of
the Peltier effect. By considering the second relation (𝛱 = 𝑇𝑆), the first Thomson relation
can be written as[24]
𝑑𝑆

𝐾 = 𝑇 𝑑𝑇 ……(1.7)
demonstrating a subtle and basic connection between the Peltier and Seebeck effects, which
is called the second Thomson relation. This form of the relation is only reasonable for a timereversal symmetric material, while it will convert into another complicated form if the
material is placed in a magnetic field or is itself magnetically polarized. These two Thomson
relations indicate that the Thomson, Peltier, and Seebeck effects are different manifestations
of one effect and can be characterized by the Seebeck coefficient.
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1.3 Thermoelectric Parameters
The evaluation of a TE device’s performance is mainly determined by the dimensionless
figure-of-merit (zT), defined as = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇/𝜅 , where S, 𝜎, T, 𝜅 are the Seebeck coefficient,
electrical conductivity, absolute temperature, and total thermal conductivity, respectively.

1.3.1 Seebeck coefficient (S)
The Seebeck coefficient, S, of a material is a measurement of the magnitude of an induced
thermoelectric voltage in response to a temperature difference across that material, as induced
by the Seebeck effect. It is generally given the unit of microvolts per Kelvin (μV/K), with
positive or negative values depending on the carrier type. S can be determined by the
following equation:
𝑉𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 −𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑆 = −𝑇

𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 −𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

……(1.8)

As seen from the equation, the end with the higher temperature should have the lower voltage
if S is positive, and vice versa. In fact, S is generally dominated by the diffusion of charge
carriers, which tend to move towards the cold side of the material until a compensating
voltage has achieved. As a result, S is positive in p-type semiconductors where the charge
carriers are holes, while S is negative in n-type semiconductors with electrons as the charge
carriers.
For metals or degenerate semiconductors, the Seebeck coefficient is given by:[7, 25-27]
𝑆=

2
8𝜋 2 𝑘𝐵

3𝑒ℎ2

𝜋

𝑚∗ 𝑇(3𝑛)2/3 ……(1.9)

where n, kB, h, and m* are the carrier concentration, Boltzmann constant, Planck constant,
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and the effective mass of the carriers, respectively. It’s obvious that S is proportional to the
effective mass. Due to this point, S can be roughly predicted through performing theoretical
calculations on the band structures and density of states (DOS).

1.3.2 Electrical conductivity (σ)
Electrical conductivity is an intrinsic property quantifying the ability of a specific material
to convey an electric current. It is commonly represented by σ, with the units S ∙ cm−1 .
In solid matter,
𝜎 = 𝑛𝑒𝜇 ……(1.10)
where n and µ are the charge carrier density and carrier mobility, respectively.
The carrier mobility (µ) can be derived from the following equation,[28, 29]
𝑞

𝜇 = 𝑚∗ 𝜏 ……(1.11)
which indicates that the carrier mobility is related to the elementary charge (q), conduction
effective mass (m*), and average scattering time (τ) of the charge carriers. The band effective
mass can be estimated by the following formula,[30, 31]
1
𝑚∗

=

1

𝑑2 𝐸(𝜅)

ℏ

𝑑𝜅 2

2 ⋅

……1.12

where ℏ and E(k) are the reduced Planck’s constant or Dirac constant, and the energy at the
k point of the first Brillouin zone, respectively. So, an estimate of σ can also be roughly
achieved if the average scattering time is considered to be constant.
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1.3.3 Thermal conductivity (к)
Thermal conductivity is an extrinsic property that represents the ability to allow the heat be
transported inside the material, determined as the heat energy transferred per unit of time and
per unit of surface area divided by the temperature gradient, which is the temperature
difference divided by the distance between the two surfaces. Generally, the thermal
conductivity is expressed by the symbol к with units of W ⋅ m−1 ∙ K −1.
The thermal conductivity can be calculated via two different approaches. The first is to
employ the Green-Kubo relation giving the exact mathematical expression for the transport
coefficient 𝛾 in terms of integrals of time correlation functions A(t), as shown in Equation
(1.13),[24]
∞

𝛾 = ∫0 ≺ 𝐴(𝑡)𝐴(0) ≻ 𝑑𝑡 ……1.13
The second way is based on the relaxation time. The phonons in each system are proposed
to be scattered due to the anharmonicity within the crystal potential. There are mainly three
types of mechanisms of the phonon scattering: boundary scattering, mass defect scattering,
and phonon-phonon scattering.
It is apparent that 𝜅 = 𝜅𝐶 + 𝜅𝐿 , where кc and кL are the electronic thermal conductivity and
the lattice thermal conductivity, respectively, since electrons and phonons are two elements
by which thermal energy is transported in solids. The electronic thermal conductivity can be
calculated by:
𝜅𝐶 = 𝐿𝜎𝑇 ……(1.14)
where L, σ, and T are the Lorentz number, electrical conductivity, and absolute temperature,
respectively. The lattice thermal conductivity can be calculated based on the following
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relationship, which is confirmed by kinetic theory and the Boltzmann transport equation:[32]
1

𝜅𝐿 = 3 ∫ 𝐶𝑣 (𝜔)𝑣(𝜔)𝑙(𝜔)𝑑𝜔 ……1.15
where C, v, l, and 𝜔 are the specific heat, phonon group velocity, phonon mean free path,
and phonon frequency, respectively. Hence, for good electrical conductors such as metals,
electrons are the dominant heat carriers, while the lattice vibrations predominately determine
the heat transport in many non-metals such as semiconductors and dielectric materials.
It is notable that for the Lorenz constant number L is usually taken as 1.5/ 2.0/ 2.45 × 10−8
for a non-degenerate semiconductor, degenerate semiconductor, and heavily doped
degenerate semiconductor, respectively. In the precise calculation, or for heavily degenerate
semiconductor thermoelectric materials, where it would be worth discussing in detail the two
contributing parts of the total thermal conductivity, we should solve the Boltzmann transport
equation based on the single parabolic band (SPB) model, although the SPB model is widely
believed to overestimate the original value.[33]
Generally, the lattice thermal conductivity 𝜅𝐿 can be estimated by directly subtracting 𝜅𝐶
from 𝜅𝑡𝑜𝑡 by using[34]
𝐿0 =

𝜋 2 𝑘𝐵 2
( )
3 𝑒

……1.16

Although this may provide a good estimation for the lattice thermal conductivity 𝜅𝐿 at room
temperature, it does not hold true for metallic materials or for heavily doped semiconductors,
which Cu2Se might be at high temperature, according to our DFT calculations, where a strong
change with temperature is observed in the chemical potential. In fact, for most materials,
their Lorenz number is much lower than this 𝐿0 at high temperature, which is often part of
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the real working temperature range of that material. The Lorenz number depends on the
scattering parameter and will decrease as the reduced Fermi energy 𝜂 decreases with
increasing temperature. The Lorenz number can be given as[33]
𝑘

2

(𝑟+7/2)𝐹

(𝜂)

(𝑟+5/2)𝐹

(𝜂)

2

𝐿 = ( 𝑒𝐵 ) ((𝑟+3/2)𝐹𝑟+5/2 (𝜂) − [(𝑟+3/2)𝐹𝑟+3/2 (𝜂)] ) ……(1.17)
𝑟+1/2

𝑟+1/2

For the Lorenz number calculation, we should obtain the reduced Fermi energy 𝜂 first; the
calculation of 𝜂 can be derived from the measured Seebeck coefficient or carrier
concentration by using the following relationship:[35]
𝑆=±

𝑘𝐵 (𝑟+5/2)𝐹𝑟+3/2 (𝜂)
(
𝑒 (𝑟+3/2)𝐹𝑟+1/2 (𝜂)

𝑛 = 4𝜋(

− 𝜂) ……(1.18)

2𝑚∗ 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 3/2 𝐹1/2 (𝜂)
)
ℎ2
𝑟𝐻

……(1.19)

where 𝐹𝑛 (𝜂) is the nth order Fermi integral:
𝜒𝑛

∞

𝐹𝑛 (𝜂) = ∫0

1+𝑒 𝜒−𝜂

𝑑𝜒 ……(1.20)

𝐸

𝜂 = 𝑘 𝑓𝑇 ……(1.21)
𝐵

In the above equations, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑒 is the electron charge, and 𝐸𝑓 is the
Fermi energy. Meanwhile, acoustic phonon scattering has been assumed as the main carrier
scattering mechanism, so the parameter 𝑟 = −1/2.
In many thermoelectric systems with ultralow thermal conductivity, microscale grain
boundaries and nanoscale interfaces have to be taken into account. To further explain the
origins of low thermal conductivity, one can discuss about the longitudinal (𝑣𝑙 ) and shear
( 𝑣𝑠 ) phonon velocities, Young’s modulus (E), Grüneisen parameter (γ), and Debye
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temperature (𝜃𝐷 ). Generally, a small Young’s modulus and large Grüneisen parameter reflect
weak interatomic bonding strength and strong anharmonicity in the crystal lattice,
respectively, both of which result in low lattice thermal conductivity via the following
equations:[36]
3.0×10−5 ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑎 𝑎𝜃𝐷 3

𝜅=

𝑇𝛾2 𝑣 2/3

……(1.22)

𝜌1/6 𝐸 1/2

𝜅 ∝ (𝑀/𝑚)2/3 ……(1.23)
where 𝜌 is the sample density, 𝑀𝑎 is the mean atomic weight of all the constituent atoms,
𝑎3 is the average volume occupied by one atom, 𝜐 is the number of atoms in the unit primitive
cell, M is the atomic weight of a molecule of the compound, and m is the number of atoms
in the molecule.
The average phonon velocity (𝑣𝑎 ), Young’s modulus (E), and Grüneisen parameter (γ) are
given in the following relationships:[36]
1

1

2

𝑙

𝑠

𝑣𝑎 = [3 (𝑣 3 + 𝑣 3 )]
𝐸=

−1/3

𝜌𝑣𝑠 2 (3𝑣𝑙 2 −4𝑣𝑠 2 )
𝑣𝑙 2 −𝑣𝑠 2

3

……(1.24)

……(1.25)

1+𝑣𝑝

𝛾 = 2 (2−3𝑣 ) ……(1.26)
𝑝

1−2(𝑣 /𝑣 )2

𝑣𝑝 = 2−2(𝑣𝑠 /𝑣𝑙)2 ……(1.27)
𝑠

𝑙

where 𝜌 is the sample density, 𝑣𝑙 is the longitudinal phonon velocity, 𝑣𝑠 is the shear phonon
velocity, and 𝑣𝑝 is the Poisson ratio, respectively. The value of the Debye temperature also
reflects the thermal conductivity to some extent, because the Debye temperature 𝜃𝐷 is
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defined as follows
ℎ

3𝑁 1/3

𝜃𝐷 = 𝑘 (4𝜋𝑉)
𝐵

𝑣𝑎 ……1.28

where ℎ is Planck’s constant, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, N is the number of atoms in a
unit cell, V is the unit-cell volume, and 𝑣𝑎 is the average phonon velocity, respectively.

1.3.4 Power factor (PF)
The power factor (PF) is parameter used to estimate the output efficiency of a given
material in a thermoelectric generator or cooler, and it is defined as
𝑃𝐹 = 𝑆 2 𝜎 ……1.29
where S and 𝜎 are the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity under a temperature
gradient, respectively. Thermoelectric materials with a high output power factor could
transport more heat or extract more energy in a space-constrained application, but are not
necessarily more efficient in generating electricity.
At present, there is no theoretical upper restriction on the power factor. The output power
density ω of a device with hot side at 𝑇𝐻 and cold side at 𝑇𝐶 is directly related to the power
factor by
𝜔=

(𝑇𝐻 −𝑇𝐶 )2
4𝐿

̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝐹 ……1.30

where L is the leg length of the TE material and ̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝐹 is the averaged power factor over the
leg. As contact resistance limits the reduction of length L, a higher power factor favours
higher power density when heat can be efficiently supplied and removed.
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It should be pointed out that, in many situations, people believe that the power factor is a
more suitable parameter to describe the energy conversion efficiency, because the figure-ofmerit could be quite different from the cold side to the hot side.

1.3.5 Figure of merit (zT)

Figure 1.2 Energy conversion efficiency as a function of a material’s figure-of-merit (zT).[23]

The energy conversion capability of a given thermoelectric material is closely related to
its dimensionless figure-of-merit, which is defined as
𝑧𝑇 =
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𝑆2 𝜎
𝜅

𝑇=𝜅

𝑆2 𝜎
𝐶 +𝜅𝐿

𝑇=𝜅

𝑃𝐹
𝐶 +𝜅𝐿

𝑇 ……1.31

where S, 𝜎, 𝜅, 𝜅𝐶 , 𝜅𝐿 , PF, and T are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, total
thermal conductivity, charge carrier thermal conductivity, lattice thermal conductivity, power
factor, and absolute temperature, respectively. The value of zT is proportional to the
efficiency that could be obtained from thermoelectric generators or coolers. At present, the
actual energy conversion efficiency has remained lower compared with that of a totally
reversible Carnot engine (ηC), which could an inevitable drawback for the wide application
of thermoelectric materials. Thus, the improvement of zT has been an important research
topic in the field of thermoelectric materials, and various strategies have been developed to
enhance the zT values through increasing PF or decreasing 𝜅 values.
In real application, the maximum reduced efficiency, defined as[19]
𝑢(𝑆+𝜌𝜅𝑢)

√1+𝑧𝑇−1

1
𝑆𝑢−
𝑇

√1+𝑧𝑇+1

𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 [

]=

, ……(1.32)

where u and ρ are the reduced carrier density and resistivity, suggests the maximum actual
efficiency for the thermoelectric module compared with the Carnot engine energy
conversion. Given
𝑑𝜂
𝑑𝑧𝑇

=

1
2

(√1+𝑧𝑇+1) √1+𝑥

> 0, ……(1.33)

a higher zT should be preferable for real application. To evaluate the practical working
efficiency at a specific temperature slope,
𝜂=

𝑇𝐻 −𝑇𝐶
𝑇𝐻

∙

√1+𝑧𝑇−1
√1+𝑧𝑇+𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝐻

……(1.34)

It is obvious that the maximum working efficiency of a certain thermoelectric module is
proportional to the temperature difference between cold side and hot side. Figure 1.2 depicts
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the efficiency of a power generator as a function of the material’s dimensionless figure-ofmerit with a given temperature difference.

1.3.6 Thermoelectric compatibility factor (s)
The thermoelectric compatibility factor, s, is an important parameter that needs to be
considered in practical application when different materials or large temperature differences
are used. For power generators and Peltier coolers, s can be estimated by the following
equations, respectively:[7]
𝑠=

√1+𝑧𝑇−1
𝛼

……(1.35)

𝑠=

√1+𝑧𝑇+1
𝛼

……(1.36)

where 𝛼 is the Seebeck coefficient, zT is the dimensionless figure-of-merit, and T is the
absolute temperature. In practical application, high energy conversion efficiency could only
be achieved when s relates to two n-type and p-type materials that are close to each other.
Generally, s should not change by more than a factor of two from the hot side to the cold
side.

1.3.7 Competing correlations in different thermoelectric parameters
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Figure 1.3 Variation in the electrical transport properties as a function of carrier
concentration.[7]

The main factor that impedes further improvement of TE performance is the interrelated
nature of the relationships among TE parameters. One can decompose the formula for zT into
two sets of parameters that are actually mutually cross-correlated, if one uses the formula
that relates the electrical conductivity to the carrier concentration n and mobility μ:
𝜇

𝑧𝑇 = 𝑒𝑇(𝛼 2 𝑛) 𝜅 ……1.37
As shown in Figure 1.3, one of the most intuitive conflicts is between the electrical
conductivity σ and the Seebeck coefficient 𝛼, both related to the carrier concentration n. It
shows the variation of electrical transport properties as a function of carrier concentration,
indicating that the ideal carrier concentration to maximize the power factor is in the range
from 1019 to 1021 cm-3. [37]
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1.3.7.1 Compromise between n and 𝜶.

Figure 1.4 (a) Optimum carrier concentration for zT and power factor. (b) Stabilizing the
optimum carrier concentration through temperature-dependent doping and band engineering.
(c) Reducing 𝜅𝐿 lowers 𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑡 . The parameters used in the SPB calculation are taken from ntype TE materials.[38]

Under the parabolic-band approximation, the DOS has a square-root dependency on
energy for a bulk material. When the Fermi level is close to the band edge, the DOS is
asymmetric with respect to the Fermi level. That means more states take part in the
conduction process above the Fermi energy than below it (n-type materials), and the
difference between the average energy of the electrons and the Fermi level is large, leading
to a large S. With increasing n, the Fermi level moves deeper into the band, the differential
conductivity becomes more symmetric with respect to the Fermi level, and S decreases. The
relationship between the Seebeck coefficient and carrier concentration is reflected well in a
Pisarenko curve. As a consequence, there is an optimum carrier concentration (𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) for 𝛼 2 𝜎
and zT in a given material with a fixed DOS effective mass, 𝑚𝑑 ∗ .
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1.3.7.2 Compromise between 𝝁 and 𝒎𝒃 ∗ .

Figure 1.5 Calculated electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, power factor, and zT value
as functions of single-band effective mass for a typical TE material using an SPB model.[38]

A large 𝑚𝑑 ∗ is beneficial for a large Seebeck coefficient, and the band degeneracy 𝑁𝑣 can
be the key parameter for making a compromise between n and S. A large DOS effective mass
𝑚𝑑 ∗ , can arise from multiple degenerate valleys 𝑁𝑣 or a large single valley effective mass,
𝑚𝑏 ∗ . These two approaches have distinct effects on the carrier mobility μ, however, and
hence the electrical conductivity. When the intervalley scattering is negligible, μ is not a
function of 𝑁𝑣 , and the net effect of increasing 𝑁𝑣 will be an increase in electrical
conductivity and zT. In contrast, the large 𝑚𝑏 ∗ that produces a large Seebeck coefficient will
unfortunately result in a very low carrier mobility. This is because the carrier mobility is
inversely proportional to the transport mass 𝑚𝑙 ∗ and the single-valley effective mass 𝑚𝑏 ∗ .
Therefore, a conflict appears, requiring some compromise. The net result of a large single
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valley effective mass can be quantified by the quality factor, which serves as a materialscreening criterion and as an indicator for performance optimization due to the advantage of
focusing on fundamental material properties.

1.3.7.3 Compromise between 𝝁 and 𝜿𝑳 .

Figure 1.6 Carrier mean free path of heavy-band materials approaches the Ioffe–Regel limit
due to the large effective mass.[38]

Since the lattice thermal conductivity 𝜅𝐿 is a phonon property, it can be adjusted relatively
independently of the electronic properties, although defects affect both. To maximize zT, one
would expect 𝜅𝐿 to be as low as possible. For most crystalline materials, however, the
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transport for phonons and electrons shares the same set of sublattices; and thus, they are
closely connected to each other. The induced scattering centres, such as point defects,
dislocations, and boundaries, indeed scatter phonons effectively, although they often cause
deterioration in the carrier mobility at the same time, leading to the compromise between μ
and 𝜅𝐿 . The ratio of μ to 𝜅𝐿 generally is used to judge whether a particular strategy is
beneficial for zT or not. Although an increase in the ratio usually can be achieved
experimentally through a larger reduction in 𝜅𝐿 than in μ, there are still some fundamental
issues that should be further addressed. For example, there are still some uncertainties in
precisely accessing the mean free paths of phonons and electrons for a specific material,
making it difficult to choose the right feature size of the scattering centers to reduce the
thermal conductivity effectively while the carrier mobility remains unaffected.

1.3.7.4 Compromise between 𝑬𝒈 and the Bipolar Effect
The choice of the optimum band gap (Eg) involves balancing the two effects that the band
gap of a given semiconductor has on its transport properties. On the one hand, it follows from
the elemental construction of bands in solids that the smaller the energy gap is, the lower the
effective masses of the conduction and valence band carriers around that gap will be.
Therefore, carriers in a solid with a small gap will have higher mobilities than carriers in one
with a large gap. Of course, this also involves the discussion of the DOS mass versus the
transport mass, but that is irrelevant to the discussion here (assuming that the semiconductor
has a high band degeneracy Nv). On the other hand, the smaller gap limits the maximum
temperature of operation of a TE semiconductor. Indeed, at a high-enough temperature,
minority carriers will be excited across that gap, and, since they necessarily have a charge
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polarity opposite that of the majority carrier, they will decrease the Seebeck coefficient and
increase the ambipolar thermal conductivity.

1.4 Application of Thermoelectric Devices
High temperature thermoelectric technology has been increasingly studied as a sustainable
and environmentally friendly candidate to solve our increasingly severe environmental
problems and the global energy crisis. Thermoelectric devices have the advantages of high
reliability, quiet operation, no moving parts, and no pollution.

Figure 1.7 Thermoelectric module showing the direction of charge flow for Seebeck/ Peltier
mode.[7]
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Because the electrical potential difference along one thermal couple is only on the order
of millivolts, many thermal couples are combined in series to acquire the voltage suitable for
a typical DC power source. Actual thermoelectric devices consist of many thermoelectric
couples (Figure 1.7 bottom), where n-type (containing free electrons) and p-type (containing
free holes) materials are combined electrically in series and thermally in parallel (Figure 1.7
top).
A thermoelectric generator is a device to power an electric load through an external circuit
by the heat flow across a temperature gradient. The temperature difference provides the
voltage based on the Seebeck effect, while the heat flow results in the electrical current,
which therefore determines the power output. In a thermal cooler based on Peltier effect,
electric current and heat flow are driven by the external DC circuit to cool the top surface.
Thermoelectric technology has been widely applied in many fields, such as in powering
deep space missions, harvesting waste heat from power plants, automotive exhaust systems,
and other industrial processes, with several distinct virtues such as high reliability, quiet
operation, and no pollution. The efficiency of a given thermoelectric generator (η) is defined
as the output electrical energy over the input thermal potential, and the maximum efficiency,
defined as the reversible Carnot efficiency (𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), for actual thermoelectric devices can be
calculated based on the empirical equation:
𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑇𝐶 −𝑇𝐻 √1+𝑧𝑇̅ −1
𝑇𝐻

𝑇
√1+𝑧𝑇̅ + 𝐶

……(1.38)

𝑇𝐻

where 𝑇𝐻 , 𝑇𝐶 , and 𝑧𝑇̅ are the temperature at the hot junction, the temperature at the surface
being cooled, and the modified dimensionless figure-of-merit, respectively. It is apparent that
𝜂 can be optimized via adjusting 𝑇𝐻 , 𝑇𝐶, and 𝑧𝑇̅, while the 𝑧𝑇̅ is the dominant factor for the
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final 𝜂 of a practical thermoelectric device. As to the dimensionless figure-of-merit (zT), it
can be derived as
𝑧𝑇 =

𝑆2 𝜎
𝜅

𝑇=𝜅

𝑆2 𝜎
𝐶 +𝜅𝐿

𝑇 ……(1.39)

where S, 𝜎 , T, 𝜅 , 𝜅𝐿, and 𝜅𝐶 are the Seebeck coefficient or thermal power, electrical
conductivity, absolute temperature, total thermal conductivity, lattice thermal conductivity,
and charge carrier thermal conductivity, respectively.

1.4.1 Thermoelectric generators (TEGs)

Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of the power generation mode of a thermoelectric device based
on the Seebeck effect.[23]
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Thermoelectric materials can be used in thermoelectric generators for power generation
based on the Seebeck effect. Figure 1.8 shows a schematic diagram of the power generation
mode for a thermoelectric device. The charge current flows from the hot side to the cold side,
and an electrical potential difference can be detected in the device when a temperature
gradient is applied. To get enough voltage, actual thermoelectric generators consist of many
thermal couples combined in series. Thermoelectric generators have been widely adopted in
many fields, such as power generation for space missions and waste heat recovery in
automotive applications, as well as from steam power plants, the steel industry, the cement
industry, oil refineries, the paper and printing industry, the aluminium industry, and wearable
devices. Currently, PbTe is widely used for power generation purposes in low and medium
temperature gradient applications. Skutterudite materials have been proved promising
candidates for thermoelectric conversion applications in the 500 to 900 K range since the
1990s. SiGe alloys and FeSi are often employed in high temperature thermoelectric
generators. Notably, the iron silicate materials exhibit very high chemical reliability and
mechanical durability at high temperatures.

1.4.2 Thermoelectric coolers (TECs)
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Figure 1.9 Schematic diagram of the active refrigeration mode of thermoelectric devices
based on the Peltier effect.[23]

Thermoelectric materials can also be used as refrigerators based on the Peltier effect, or
thermoelectric coolers (TEC). Figure 1.9 schematically illustrates the composition of the
active refrigeration mode of a thermoelectric device. The TEC device consists of two parts,
and when a DC current flows through the device, it brings heat from one side to the other
side, so that a temperature difference is formed. In practical application, the hot side is
attached to a heat source so that it remains at ambient temperature, while the cool side goes
below room temperature. In some applications, multiple coolers can be cascaded together for
lower temperature.
TECs are typically connected with each other and sandwiched by two ceramic plates. They
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have advantages over conventional refrigerators such as no moving parts, no
chlorofluorocarbons, flexible shape, small size, long lifetime, and controllability via
changing the input voltage/current. TECs also have weaknesses. For example, they can only
dissipate a limited amount of heat flux and are only suitable for low heat flux. TECs are
commonly used in camping, portable coolers, and cooling electronic components and small
instruments. It is generally believed that the thermoelectric coolers have a broader potential
for application than the thermoelectric generators.

1.5 Design and Optimization of Thermoelectric Materials
State-of-the-art thermoelectric generator efficiency has risen to over 15% due to the
development of new materials. While impressive, significant gains in conversion efficiency
are still required for thermoelectric generators to be competitive against traditional
mechanical heat engines. Different chemical structure and transport properties are the key
points in designing new thermoelectric materials.
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Figure 1.10 Only a handful of materials among the over 40000 known stoichiometric and
crystalline metal–non-metal inorganic solids have so far been explored as thermoelectric
materials.[39]

To obtain enhanced zT values, the highest possible electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient, and the lowest possible thermal conductivity should be achieved synergistically.
Apart from the independent parameter 𝜅𝐿 , however, the other transport properties that define
the material’s efficiency (S, σ, and 𝜅𝐶 ) cannot be independently tuned because of the strong
interdependence among the properties via the carrier concentration in a given thermoelectric
material. As a result, the primary conventional efforts for maximizing zT of thermoelectric
materials relate to carrier concentration optimization and lattice thermal conductivity
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reduction.[36, 40-42]
Currently, the two dominant approaches to enhancing the zT are phonon glass–electron
crystal (PGEC)[43] and superlattice engineering. For bulk semiconductors, M. T. Terry has
proposed that the best materials have the following properties:
1. Electronic bands near the Fermi level with many valleys, preferably away from the
Brillouin zone boundaries. This requires high symmetry.
2. Elements that have a large atomic number with large spin-orbit coupling.
3. Compositions with more than two elements (i.e., ternary, quaternary compounds).
4. Low average electronegativity differences between elements.
5. Large unit cell sizes.
6. Energy gaps equal to kBT, where T is the operating temperature of the thermoelectric.
For room temperature operation, this should be 0 < Eg < 0.30 eV.
These basic criteria, if satisfied, should give rise to high carrier mobility (criteria 1 and 4),
low thermal conductivity (criteria 2, 3, and 5) and large thermal power (criteria 1 and 6).[44]
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Figure 1.11 Temperature dependence of zT values for some typical classes of (a) n-type and
(b) p-type bulk TE materials. (c) Evolution of the maximum zT values for some typical TE
materials.[38]

Considering the equation defining zT, it should be obvious that the total figure of merit can
be optimized through moderating the electrical properties, the power factor or thermal
properties, and the thermal conductivity.
Few methods have been aimed at enhancing the power factor, due to the very strong
compromise between Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity. Fabrication at high
temperature and pressure enable a huge enhancement in power factor, especially in halfHeusler alloys, although this certainly results in high thermal conductivity. Elemental doping
and band convergence can also effectively optimize the electrical property of carrier
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concentration, while it does less damage to the thermal conductivity. Moreover, methods of
changing the effective mass to optimize the zT have also been under study recently.
Grain boundary scattering, impurity scattering, and phonon-phonon scattering are
commonly used to minimize the mean free path of the lattice vibrations. The following
effective approaches have been commonly used so far to reduce thermal conductivity through
phonon refinement: 1) reducing particle sizes to the nanoscale using nano-engineering, which
gives rise to both intragrain and intergrain (grain boundary) phonon confinement; 2)
fabricating multilayer thin films to reduce the dimensionality of TE materials; and 3) doping
with heavy atoms to effectively reduce the phonon vibrations.[16] For decades, people have
tried numerous method to achieve lower thermal conductivity, such as the use of
nanostructures,[45] resonant levels,[27] band convergence,[36] and modulation doping.[46]

1.5.1 Strategies to Enhance Electrical Conductivity
The electrical conductivity is a measure of the ability of a material to conduct electrical
current and is proportional to the carrier concentration n and carrier mobility μ, where 𝜎 =
𝑛𝑒𝜇. Typical values of the electrical conductivity for good TE materials are on the order of
about 105 S ⋅ m−1, which can be obtained either by high density of charge carrier or by high
carrier mobility.

1.5.1.1 Optimizing Carrier Concentration.
Although optimization of the carrier concentration appears trivial and is routine in
performance optimization of almost all TE materials, it is still one of the most effective
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approaches to improving TE performance. This is especially the case for some TE systems
with intrinsically low thermal conductivity; a high zT can be obtained solely through doping.
Generally, there are two different methods for carrier-concentration control, i.e., extrinsic
doping and tuning intrinsic defects.
Extrinsic doping: Extrinsic doping, including alloying with elements from the neighbouring
columns of the periodic table and guest atoms filling in a caged structure, is the mainstream
methodology to alter the carrier concentration. It is noteworthy, however, that, although the
idea seems simple, choosing a proper dopant is not an easy thing. In some specific scenarios,
the optimum carrier concentration cannot be achieved due to the solubility limit and doping
efficiency of the dopants, and this is part of the reason why some theoretically predicted
higher TE performances have not been realized in experiments.
Regulating Intrinsic Point Defects: Intrinsic point defects, including vacancies, interstitials,
and antisites, provide an extra “regulating knob” in optimization of carrier concentration. The
types and concentrations of these intrinsic point defects are very sensitive to the composition
and can be manipulated via extrinsic doping. Generally, a smaller difference in
electronegativity χ or covalent radius 𝑟𝐶 between the cation and the anion gives rise to a lower
formation energy of cation antisite defects (𝐸𝐴𝑆 ). Conversely, increasing the difference in χ
and 𝑟𝐶 between the cation and the anion will favour the formation of anion vacancies (lower
𝐸𝑣 ).

1.5.1.2 Moderate carrier mobility
While a high level of doping provides the high carrier concentration required to conduct
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electricity, high carrier mobility is also required to transfer electricity in an efficient manner.
In semiconductors, the carrier mobility is determined by the electronic structure of the
material and the various scattering mechanisms, including acoustic phonon scattering,
alloying scattering, ionized impurity scattering, polar optical phonon scattering, etc.
Considering that different effective masses will be mentioned frequently in the following
discussion, simple definitions of the various effective masses are given here: 1) In the
simplest case of a single spherical Fermi surface (isotropic band), the transport effective mass
𝑚𝑙 ∗ is the same as the (density of states (DOS)) single-valley effective mass 𝑚𝑏 ∗ , and also
the total DOS effective mass 𝑚𝑑 ∗ , 𝑚𝑙 ∗ = 𝑚𝑏 ∗ = 𝑚𝑑 ∗ . 2) When the Fermi surface is an
ellipsoid, the transport effective mass will be anisotropic and form a tensor 𝑚∗ of
components 𝑚𝑖 ∗ (i = 1, 2, 3) along the diagonal. The actual transport mass that enters the
carrier mobility is some linear combination of the inverse of the mass tensor components
1

1

1

1

2

3

−1

𝑚𝑙 ∗ = 3 (𝑚 ∗ + 𝑚 ∗ + 𝑚 ∗) , and the single-valley mass is 𝑚𝑏 ∗ = (𝑚1 ∗ 𝑚2 ∗ 𝑚3 ∗ )1/3. 3) If
the solid has a Fermi surface that consists of multiple degenerate valleys (Nv), each with a
single-valley effective mass 𝑚𝑏 ∗ , then the total DOS mass is 𝑚𝑑 ∗ = 𝑁𝑣 2/3 𝑚𝑏 ∗ .
In real TE materials, a number of strategies such as doping, alloying, and nanostructuring
are applied in one single material, leading to different kinds of structural impurities. In order
to increase carrier mobility, strategies are available to either reduce the effective mass or
minimize the influence of the scattering process, or to address both of these problems.
Acoustic Phonon Scattering: In most known good TE materials, acoustic phonon scattering
is the dominant scattering mechanism above room temperature. When an acoustic phonon
wave moves through the lattice, it causes a local strain in the crystal, leading to a perturbation
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of the energy bands and the scattering of carriers. This process is known as deformation
potential scattering from acoustic phonons. The concept of “deformation potential” was first
proposed by Bardeen and Shockley and can be used to characterize the strength of carrier–
phonon coupling.
Ionized Impurity Scattering: For doped semiconductors, the introduced dopants provide the
required level of carriers.The ionized impurity atoms residing in the lattice will act as
scattering centres for the carriers, however. Given the fact that most TE materials are heavily
doped semiconductors with carrier concentrations in an exact range, a low relaxation time is
expected due to the high concentration of ionized impurities. To address the problem, the
concept of modulation doping was proposed to increase the carrier mobility. The main idea
in modulation doping is to spatially separate the conduction carriers from their parent atoms.
In bulk materials, the concept could possibly be implemented by embedding a heavily doped
minor phase into an undoped matrix phase. By suitable band alignment, charge carriers can
be separated from their parent grains and moved into undoped grains, resulting in enhanced
mobility, as compared to uniform doping, due to the reduced scattering on the ionized
impurities.
Polar Optical Phonon Scattering: Polar optical phonon scattering occurs when the crystal
shows ionicity. The ionicity of the bonding in a material usually is characterized by the
electronegativity difference (Δχ). The larger the Δχ, the more likely there will be interaction
between carriers and the optical vibrations of the lattice atoms. Similar to ionized impurity
scattering, polar optical scattering is weak in heavily doped semiconductors due to the
screening effect.
Grain-Boundary Scattering: The influence of grain-boundary scattering on carrier mobility
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is especially obvious when the grain size becomes comparable to the electron mean free path
in nanostructured materials. In order to reduce the impact of various grain boundaries on the
carrier mobility, it is important to reconstruct the random grain boundaries to somewhatordered boundaries and thus facilitate carrier transport. Meanwhile, phonon transport still can
be blocked, since the total interfacial area per unit volume stays the same. These kinds of
issues are especially strong in polycrystalline samples of materials with a highly anisotropic
nature, such as tetradymites. Due to the random orientation of the grains in polycrystalline
samples, the anisotropy of carrier mobility is generally weakened, compared to that in their
single-crystal counterparts. To regain the lost carrier mobility, texture engineering of
polycrystalline samples has been widely applied to artificially align the grains. One of the
simplest approaches is mechanical alignment of the grains under uniaxial compression, such
as hot pressing (HP) or spark plasma sintering (SPS).

1.5.2 Strategies to Enhance the Seebeck Coefficient at a Given Carrier Concentration
Because the expression of zT scales with 𝑆 2 , improvement in the Seebeck coefficient seems
more efficient than enhancing the electrical conductivity for achieving high zT. For
degenerate semiconductors or metals, the Seebeck coefficient can be approximated by the
Mott formula:
𝛼=

𝜋 2 𝑘𝐵 2 𝑇
3𝑒

1 𝑑𝑛(𝐸)

∙ {𝑛

𝑑𝐸

1 𝑑𝜇(𝐸)

+𝜇

𝑑𝐸

}

……1.40

𝐸=𝐸𝐹

It can be seen that enhanced energy dependence of the carrier concentration and carrier
mobility is beneficial for the Seebeck coefficient. For a given carrier concentration, it is well
known that a high DOS effective mass 𝑚𝑑 ∗ is beneficial for a high Seebeck coefficient. Large
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𝑚𝑑 ∗ can be achieved by either high band degeneracy (Nv) or a flat, narrow single-band
effective mass ( 𝑚𝑏 ∗ ), since 𝑚𝑑 ∗ = 𝑁𝑣 2/3 𝑚𝑏 ∗ .
Band Flattening: Band flattening is the commonly adopted strategy to enhance 𝑚𝑏 ∗ , which
can be realized through doping or alloying. For instance, in n-type PbTe, a higher Seebeck
coefficient was found in La- doped samples than in an I- doped series at a given carrier
concentration. This corresponds to a 20% higher 𝑚𝑏 ∗ , since, in both cases, the numbers of
degenerate bands (Nv = 4) are equal. Band-structure calculations revealed that in La doped
PbTe, the conduction band at the L point can be affected by the hybridization between La fstates (or d states if f-states are completely localized) and Pb p-states, leading to an increased
𝑚𝑏 ∗ of the L band. In comparison, the rather-broad d-states of I contribute little to the total
DOS.
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Figure 1.12 (a) Schematic diagram of temperature-induced band convergence; (b) Schematic
diagram of composition-induced band convergence; (c) pseudocubic structure in tetragonal
chalcopyrite contributes to band convergence; (d) structural transition-induced band
convergence. [38]

Band Convergence Band degeneracy (Nv) increases when multiple bands have the same or
comparable energy within a few kBT. Such a situation can happen: 1) when multiple bands
have band extrema with little or no difference in energy (orbital degeneracy), or 2) when
multiple carrier pockets in the Brillouin zone are degenerate due to the symmetry of the
crystal (valley degeneracy). Generally, high symmetry crystals can have high carrier pocket
degeneracy when the band extrema are located at low-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone.
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For the indirect-band-gap materials, different band degeneracies of the conduction and
valence bands can usually be obtained due to different locations of the band extrema.
Energy-Filtering Effect: A nanostructure or heterojunction introduced in a TE solid can act
as an electron energy filter, if the bands in the added structure align with the bands of the
host TE solid in such a way as to cut the transmission of the charge carriers at lower energies.
This energy-filtering effect has been proposed as another possibility to enhance the Seebeck
coefficient. The general rationale behind this scheme can be understood as follows: as the
low-energy carriers are filtered out selectively by the small potential barrier, a large and
energy-asymmetric differential conductivity near the Fermi level can be obtained, which
leads to an enhanced Seebeck coefficient.
Ionized impurity scattering: Analogous to the effect of energy filtering, ionized impurity
scattering can also enhance the Seebeck coefficient due to the strongly energy-dependent
scattering. Under an ionized-impurity-scattering mechanism, low-energy electrons would be
scattered more efficiently than high-energy ones and would thus be filtered out, leading to
the Seebeck coefficient enhancement. Materials with a large effective impurity
concentration, small DOS effective mass 𝑚𝑑 ∗ , and small dielectric constant tend to have
strong ionized impurity scattering and thus a high Seebeck coefficient. Here, the effective
impurity concentration is determined not only by the concentration of dopants, but also by
their charge states. In addition, the strength of ionized impurity scattering would increase if
the dopants are located on the sublattice, which makes a greater contribution to the formation
of the charge-conducting band.
Resonant Levels: Resonant levels (RLs), which were first identified in metals in the 1950s
and called “virtual bound states”, present another approach to distort the DOS in bulk solids.
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RLs appear when the energy level created by the impurity can lie in the conduction or valence
band of the host semiconductor. The influence of RLs on the Seebeck coefficient arises from
two aspects. First, RLs induce a narrow peak in the DOS, which is favourable for achieving
a large Seebeck coefficient. Second, the RLs diffuse conduction electrons in a way that is
extremely sensitive to their energy, i.e., resonant scattering, leading to a possible increase or
decrease in the Seebeck coefficient. A third condition appears, however: the RL itself must
be a delocalized level with band conduction.

1.5.3 Strategies to Reduce Lattice Thermal Conductivity
For solid-state materials, κ mainly consists of three parts, the electronic thermal
conductivity 𝜅𝐶 , the lattice thermal conductivity 𝜅𝐿 , and the bipolar thermal conductivity 𝜅𝑏 .
The bipolar conductivity is only important at high temperatures and in very narrow-gap
semiconductors, so that near room temperature it is usually negligible in most materials
considered.
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Figure 1.13 Schematic illustration showing the multiple scattering centres that can be
introduced into a given materials to reduce 𝜅𝐿 .[38]

Multiscale Phonon Scattering: Heat in crystal lattices is carried by phonons of various
modes and frequencies ω, and 𝜅𝐿 is the sum of all their thermal conductivities. To reduce the
𝜅𝐿 of a given material to the maximum extent, ideally, one seeks to suppress the propagation
of phonons with different frequencies. The intrinsic mechanism that scatters all phononsm
even in perfect crystals, is anharmonic phonon–phonon interactions; these scatter phonons
roughly equally across the entire spectrum. Point defects are defects that perturb the crystal
lattice at a length scale of one interatomic distance, or at most a unit cell. Vacancies and
interstitials are also point defects, as are naturally occurring different isotopes of the atoms
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of the lattice, since these have different masses. Because these defects have a length scale
comparable to the wavelength of phonons, which involves displacements of two adjacent
atoms with respect to each other, they greatly enhance the scattering of phonons with the
highest frequencies, although an important disadvantage of this strategy is that the induced
point defects may also scatter the carriers, which makes the zT enhancement subject to the
trade-off between 𝜅𝐿 reduction and μ deterioration.
In all, to maximally reduce the 𝜅𝐿 of a given TE material, one can simultaneously introduce
multiscale scattering centres into the matrix, including point defects, nanoscale grain
boundaries and precipitates, rattling fillers, dislocations, electron–phonon interactions, etc.,
as schematically shown in Figure 1.13, so that phonons with different frequencies can be
scattered adequately.

Figure 1.14 Several typical strategies to obtain intrinsically low lattice thermal
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conductivity.[38]

Intrinsic Low Thermal Conductivity: Strong anharmonicity, which can be characterized by
a large Grüneisen parameter and indicates strong phonon–phonon interactions, is correlated
with intrinsically low 𝜅𝐿 in some high-performance TE materials. Strong anharmonicity
requires a large, nonlinear dependence of the restoring force on the atomic displacement.
This usually relies directly on the chemical bonds between the atoms in the crystal and is
often associated with atoms with many near neighbours (large coordination). These bonds
are associated with a soft-mode lattice instability that leads to a particular temperature
dependence of the force constants and low 𝜅𝐿 .
Weak chemical bonds recently have been recognized as a factor leading to low 𝜅𝐿 in some
high-performance TE materials. In addition, the localized vibrations of single atoms, multicantered bonding, or atomic chains could induce low-frequency optical phonons. These lowfrequency optical phonons result in “rattling-like” thermal damping and strong interactions
with the acoustic phonons, and hence, they reduce 𝜅𝐿 .
When the crystal structure of a compound is complex, massive optical phonons may exist
because the number of optical vibration modes varies with the number of atoms N in the unit
cell. The optical phonons usually have very low group velocity and contribute little to the
thermal transport. The increased number of optical phonons with increasing N tends to lower
the spacing and frequency of acoustic phonons, contributing to the 𝜅𝐿 reduction.

1.6 Different Models of Thermoelectric Materials
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Figure 1.15 Temperature dependence of the figure-of-merit, zT, for state-of-the-art (a) p-type
and (b) n-type thermoelectric materials.[47]

Figure 1.15 displays the temperature dependence of the figure-of-merit in polycrystalline bulk
thermoelectric materials. Many of the state-of-art p-type thermoelectric materials have been welldeveloped and can achieve zT values over 1 in the temperature range from room temperature to
900 K, although few p-type thermoelectric materials retain a high figure of merit at even higher
temperature, among which Cu2Se features outstanding efficiency and stability.
Many of the key discoveries on thermoelectric materials have been facilitated by the fundamental
understanding gained from first-principles investigations. Density functional theory (DFT)
provides a framework in which band structure predictions, phase diagrams enabled by cluster
expansion methods, and the phase stability of unknown compounds can be calculated.[48]
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Figure 1.16 Comparison of transport characteristics of light-band and heavy-band thermoelectric
materials. (a) Optimal carrier concentration versus the density-of-states effective mass m* for
thermoelectric materials. The solid line is a guide for the eyes. (b) Carrier concentration
dependence of the power factor near 800 K. (c) Schematic illustration showing the effect of band
structure characteristics on optimal doping content and hence, phonon scattering.[49]

Half-Heusler alloys are an exciting class of thermoelectric materials that have shown great
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improvements in terms of their thermoelectric figure of merit, zT, during the past 15 years.[50] They
have a cubic structure consisting of three interpenetrating face-centred cubic (fcc) sublattices and
one vacant sublattice, leading to high thermal stability. The half-Heusler alloys can easily achieve
a high power factor with proper dopants, while the lattice thermal conductivity is often relatively
high, although it can be reduced by alloying and nanostructuring approaches.

Figure 1.17 Summary of the best zT results for (a) n-type doped and/or ﬁlled skutterudites and (b)
p-type doped and/or ﬁlled skutterudites.[47]

Skutterudite is a type of arsenide mineral that was first discovered in Norway in 1845. Its general
formula is TPn3, where T is a transition metal and Pn is a pnictogen. It has a cubic structure
containing 32 atoms with space group Im-3. The unit cell consists of eight cubes of the transition
metal (T = Co, Rh, or Ir) occupying the 8c sites, with six of these cubes filled with square planar
rectangles of the pnictogen (Pn = Sb, As, or P) occupying the 24g sites. J. Yang and W. Q. Zhang
et al. summarize and demonstrate the importance of microscopic perspectives for the optimization
and design of novel thermoelectric materials, especially in skutterudite.[51]
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Figure 1.18 Crystal structure of a typical cubic clathrate, NiMo3Sb7 (left), and a fragment of its
unit cell (right).

Clathrates are another class of compound which has open structures to host loosely bound guest
atoms. A typical clathrate unit cell has a complex crystal structure, leading to a low thermal
conductivity. The common and typical clathrates materials can be represented by X2Y6E46, where
X and Y are guest atoms encapsulated in two different cages and E is Si, Ge, or Sn.
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Figure 1.19 Crystal structure of BiCuSeO along the b axis. (b) Structure along the c axis. (c) Bi4O
tetrahedron. (d) CuSe4 tetrahedron.

Oxides are relatively novel TE materials that are potentially stable and chemically inert, making
them suitable for high-temperature applications. Oxides used to be thought of as poor
thermoelectric materials because of their low carrier mobility arising from weak orbital overlap
and localized electrons, until the discovery of good p-type thermoelectric properties in the layered
cobaltites NaCo2O4, Ca4Co3O9, and Bi2Sr2Co2O9 with large Seebeck coefficients, low thermal
conductivities, and zT around 1 in the temperature range from 700 to 1000 K. Layered
oxychalcogenides such as BiCuSeO have recently emerged as promising thermoelectric
materials.[52] The alternation of ionic oxide and covalent chalcogenide layers found in these
materials often results in interesting electronic properties, and also facilitates the tuning of these
properties via chemical substitution in both types of layers.
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Figure 1.20 Typical crystal structures for Zintl phase thermoelectric materials: (a) Ca11AlSb9, (b)
CaZn2Sb2, (c) A11Sb10, (d) BaGa2Sb2, and (e) A14MPn11.[53]

Zintl phase thermoelectric materials are made up of electropositive cations (typically, Groups I
and II), which donate their electrons to electronegative anions; the anions, in turn, use them to
form bonds to satisfy valence requirements. The structural requirements of Zintl phases are
explained by assuming the presence of both ionic and covalent contributions to the bonding picture
of the structure. Classical Zintl phases are considered to be valence-precise semiconductors. In a
Zintl phase the Zintl anions provide the “electron-crystal” electronic structure through a covalently
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bonded network of complex anions or metalloids. Figure 1.20 shows the crystal structures for
several typical Zintl phase thermoelectric materials. Recently, Jing Shuai et al. fabricated a new
high zT Zintl thermoelectric material by band engineering and strain fluctuation.[54]

Figure 1.21 (a) Crystal structure of the chalcopyrite thermoelectric material AgGaTe2 and (b) its
calculated band structure.[55]

Chalcopyrite materials crystallize in the tetragonal system. Traditional chalcopyrite materials,
such as AgGaTe2 and CuIn3Se5−xTex (x = 0−0.5) are found to have unusual band structures
combining heavy and light features that represent one route for resolving the above conundrums,
particularly those relating to electrical conductivity and thermopower. While heavy mass bands
are generally favourable towards producing high thermopower, an essential ingredient for
thermoelectric performance, such bands also generally reduce the carrier mobility and
conductivity, so that very heavy mass bands on their own are not universally beneficial for good
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thermoelectric performance (i.e., zT). Light mass bands, by contrast, are favourable for electrical
conductivity, but not so for thermopower. A mixture of light and heavy bands has previously been
shown to be beneficial for thermoelectric performance, however, with the light band providing
good conduction and the heavy band the small energy scale that is helpful for the thermopower.
Low-dimensional thermoelectric materials are believed to have higher thermoelectric properties
than their bulk counterparts, because the DOS near the Fermi level can be enhanced via quantum
confinement, thus leading to increased thermopower, and/or because phonons over a large range
can be effectively scattered by a high density of interfaces, thus resulting in decreased lattice
thermal conductivity. Significant zT enhancement has been found in two-dimensional (2D) and
one dimensional (1D) thermoelectric materials. Moreover, owing to the unique electrical
properties of the superlattice, a negative correlation between electrical and thermal conductivity
has been observed.
Organic materials, which have very poor electrical properties, can also play the role of
thermoelectric materials. Since inorganic materials normally have high σ, researchers have been
predominantly working on them. In contrast, much less attention has been paid to developing
organic thermoelectric materials. Although organic materials normally have low σ, they usually
exhibit low κ, which could compensate for the negative effects caused by their low σ. And unlike
inorganic thermoelectric materials, almost all of which contain toxic and rare elements such as Bi,
Te, Sb, and Pb, organic materials are based on abundant elements in nature (such as C, O, N, and
S), which could result in lightweight, low-cost, large-area flexible, and non-toxic TE modules.

1.7 Cu-based Thermoelectric Materials
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Cu-based TE materials have attracted great interest recently due to the abundance of readily
available copper. Currently, many Cu-based compounds have been demonstrated to have high zT,
which are comparable with other state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials. Furthermore, some
novel and abnormal physical mechanisms have been also been discovered in Cu-based materials,
providing new ideas for designing high-performance thermoelectric materials. There are four
typical Cu based structures, namely Cu-based diamond like compounds, Cu-based superionic
conductors, tetrahedrites, and oxyselenides. Lack of n-type semiconductors and Cu ion migration,
however, are still two problems that remain to be solved.

Figure 1.22 Crystal structures of (a) monoclinic LT-Cu2Se phase (C2/c) and (b) facial cubic HTCu2Se phase (Fm3̅m).[56]
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Figure 1.23 Phase diagram of copper-selenium binary system. The compound with a Cu:Se
stoichiometric ratio of 2:1 is apparently melting-congruent with melting point of 1110 °C.[16]
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Binary Cu-based chalcogenides Cu2X (X = S, Se, and Te) have attracted great attention
recently due to their great thermoelectric performance and interesting physical properties. In
1827, A. C. Becquerel used candles to heat a ring which consisted of platinum and copper
wires, and electric current was found in the circuit. Burning some sulphur powders on the Cu
wire significantly increased the electricity, which is the first time that Cu-based chalcogenides
showed the possibility of possessing good thermoelectric properties. Since that time, Cu-based
chalcogenides have undergone a period of rapid expansion. A peak zT of 1.2 at 1000 K was
achieved in Cu1.97Ag0.03Se1+y (y < 0.01) by the 3M Corporation. Notably, such good
thermoelectric performance in Cu1.97Ag0.03Se1+y can be maintained over 4000 h for stable
materials. These fascinating results made Cu2Se a potential candidate to compete with SiGe
and PbTe in NASA’s space program. Research efforts to develop Cu2Se were finally stopped
in 1979, however, due to the inferior thermoelectric performance caused by selenium
evaporation and Cu-ion migration.
It came to our attention in 2012 that the CuSe, as a member of the newly discovered class of
copper ion liquid-like thermoelectric materials, ought to be a potential functional
thermoelectric material. The liquid-like behaviour of Cu ions results in ultralow thermal
conductivity and reduced specific heat at high temperatures, as well as other interesting and
unusual physical properties. A high zT of about 1.5 at 1000 K for Cu2Se was obtained by Liu
et al. in 2012, and a new concept called “phonon-liquid electron-crystal” (PLEC) was proposed
to explain such high thermoelectric performance. Its high temperature β-phase has the cubic
crystal structure with space group 𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚, and the copper ions can behave like a liquid, which
could lead to similar thermoelectric performance between single crystals and polycrystalline
bulks at high temperatures.
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Figure 1.24 Liquid-like behaviour of Cu ions at high temperature. 3NkB and 2NkB are the
specific heat capacities under constant volume (Cv) based on the classical model. The Cv of
Cu2Se begins to convert from 3NkB to 2NkB at 800 K.[21]

Figure 1.25 (a) Calculated energies of transition states during the phase transition. (b) Hightemperature X-ray diffraction data collected on heating Cu2Se powder from 300 K (top) to 410
K (bottom), showing the coalescence of the split peaks around 26.4°–26.7°and 44.0°, and the
disappearance of the extra peaks around 12.9° and 26.5° as the lower-symmetry α-phase
transforms to the higher-symmetry cubic β-phase.[57]
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Figure 1.26 TE figure of merit (zT) of Cu2−xSe prepared by different synthesis methods: (1)
melting–annealing method,[21] (2) ball-milling method,[58] (3) chemical co-precipitation,[59] (4)
self-propagating

high-temperature

synthesis

technique,[60]

(5)

melting–solidification

method,[16] and (6) ball milling method.[61]

The investigation of Liu et al. in 2012 has reignited the attention of the thermoelectric
community towards Cu2−xSe. Besides the phase transition study mentioned earlier, many works
have been done to further understand and optimize the thermoelectric performance of Cu2−xSe.
Ballikaya et al. studied the low-temperature transport properties of Cu2Se.[34] They found that
carrier charged-defect scattering rather than the carrier-acoustic phonon scattering was the
dominant scattering mechanism in Cu2Se at 10–300 K. Specifically, the measurement of lowtemperature thermal conductivity showed that there is no apparent peak typical of highly
crystalline materials, suggesting the presence of severe disorder in Cu2Se. Chi et al. cooled
down Cu2Se to liquid nitrogen temperature, measured the electrical transport properties, and
studied the crystal structure.[62] They found that, with temperature change, Cu2Se might have
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another phase transition with a possible charge density wave character at 100–150 K as a result
of the distortion/redistribution of the Se–Cu – Cu–Cu – Cu–Se layers. Around this temperature
range, the electrical resistivity and the Hall effect of Cu2Se exhibit highly anomalous
behaviour, while the other thermoelectric properties, including the Seebeck coefficient, thermal
conductivity, and specific heat, are quite normal.
In 2012, Liu et al. prepared Cu2Se via the traditional melting–annealing method. In the
following years, many new methods have been adopted to prepare this compound.[21] Yu et al.
prepared Cu2Se via ball milling and achieved a peak zT of 1.6 at 973 K.[58] In 2015, Gahtori et
al. also used the same ball-milling method to prepare Cu2Se and obtained a much higher zT of
2.1 at 973 K. The main reason for such high zT is believed to be the enhancement of low-tohigh wavelength phonon scattering by different kinds of defects, in a wide nano- to mesoscale
spectrum generated during the ball-milling process. In 2014, Li et al. successfully synthesized
Cu2Se nanoparticles via two simplified chemical processes, a co-precipitation and a reduction
method.[59] Cu2Se prepared by the co-precipitation method had better electronic transport
properties and consequently higher zT (1.35 at 1000 K) than Cu2Se prepared by the reduction
method. In 2014, Su et al. synthesized single phase Cu2Se using a combustion process called
self-propagating high-temperature synthesis.[60] The maximum zT of Cu2Se synthesized via this
synthesis technique was comparable to or better than the zT of samples prepared by other
methods. Importantly, this synthesis technique provides a new avenue for ultrafast, low-cost,
large-scale production of Cu2Se, which is meaningful for its real industrial applications. Based
on the congruent melting character of Cu2Se, Zhao et al. developed a fast melting–solidification
method to prepare Cu2Se in 2015.[16] They found that Cu2Se crystallized quickly with
microscale grains during the quenching process and that highly dense Cu2Se bulk structures
formed directly after the quenching process without the need for the traditional consolidation
process. High zT around 1.7–1.8 at 973 K was achieved in Cu2Se samples prepared by this fast
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melting–quenching method.
Zhong et al. doped Al into Cu2Se and created highly aligned large lamellae in bulk
Cu1.94Al0.02Se using ball milling and the direct-current hot-pressing process.[63] A maximum zT
of about 1.4 along the layer plane and 2.6 across the layer plane were obtained. Day et al. doped
Ag into Cu sites and concluded that the introduction of Ag pushes the hole concentration close
to the optimum value, leading to higher zT for Cu1.97Ag0.03Se than for Cu2Se below 780 K.[64]
In contrast, creating Cu vacancies or adding excessive Se to Cu2Se will push the hole
concentration away from the optimum value and thereby will result in low zT. When an overstoichiometric amount of Ag is doped into Cu2Se, however, the zT is greatly degraded due to
bipolar conduction at elevated temperatures.[34] Zhao et al. doped I and Te into Cu2Se, and they
found that all Te- and I- doped Cu2Se samples had higher lattice thermal conductivity values
compared to the undoped sample.[65]
Finally, as shown in Figure 1.23, it should be noted that Cu2Se is a congruent melting binary
compound, meaning that we can fabricate the polycrystalline bulks by a simple meltsolidification method, which should lead to economical and fast industrial production. By using
this method, our group have fabricated various sorts of doped samples. During this period, we
found that nano- or micron-sized carbon inclusion can efficiently optimize the thermoelectric
properties by enhancing the power factor of samples. We have conducted doping with different
kinds of carbon, such as graphite, graphene, coal black, and carbon nanotubes, and we finally
found that these carbons are not uniformly dispersed in the bulk samples. Then, we use the
liquid-state method to dope carbon inclusions into the samples, resulting in significantly
enhanced thermoelectric properties.
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Chapter 2
Experimental and Characterization

2.1 Materials Fabrication
2.1.1 Solid state reaction
The solid state reaction, also called a dry media reaction, is a chemical reaction without the
presence of any solvents for fabricating new compounds from raw materials. It has several
advantages such as low cost and environmental friendliness because of the elimination of
solvents.
Generally, in a typical solid state reaction process, the raw materials are first mixed together
according to the molar ratio of expected compound in a mortar by hand. Sometimes, the mixed
raw materials need to undergo a first heat treatment (calcination). The mixed raw or calcined
materials are then sintered at high temperatures in a furnace to react completely and form new
compounds.
In this thesis, the raw materials were first mixed together in an agate mortar by hand. They
were then pressed into pellets using a stainless-steel die and table press. Finally, the mixed raw
materials were sealed in evacuated quartz tubes by an oxyacetylene torch and heated to 873 K
for 10 h to form the desired compounds.

2.1.2 Melt-quenching methods
It is well known that highly dense polycrystalline thermoelectric bulks are commonly
synthesized by the hot pressing or spark plasma sintering (SPS) method under high temperature
and high pressure. For Cu2Se system, the hot-pressing and SPS systems are time and
economical costly. Moreover, the as-prepared samples tend to be more defective and
anisotropic, which is negative for real application. Therefore, it is much more attractive to find
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an effective fabrication method that is low-cost and time-saving.
Here, we proposed to achieve highly dense samples for certain types of thermoelectric
compound by employing a quick and economical method based on the following facts and
analyses: Materials possessing the congruent melting property should maintain the same
chemical phase and composition from the homogeneous melt state to the solid state, despite
subtle differences in the real chemical compositions of the solid and melt states due to possible
loss of volatile element(s) above the melting temperature.[1, 2] This means that highly dense
bulks should be easily obtained by the melt-quenching approach.[3, 4] This has been successfully
adopted for single crystal growth and casting technology for various materials, giving high
density and excellent performance, although little work has been done on the fabrication of
polycrystalline thermoelectric materials.

Figure 2. 1 Schematic diagram of fabrication facilities and the correlated temperature profile.

In this thesis, the highly dense thermoelectric bulk samples were synthesized by the proposed
melt-quenching method. Firstly, the polycrystalline materials fabricated by the solid-state
reaction were milled into powder. Secondly, they were sealed in evacuated quartz tubes again.
Thirdly, the sealed materials were heated to 1373 to 1473 K (depending on the melting point
of different composition of the polycrystalline bulks) for 10 minutes to melt completely, as
figure 2.1 shows the furnace used to fabricated samples, and then quenched in water (or
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subjected to furnace cooling) to obtain highly dense polycrystalline bulks.

2.2 Materials Characterization
2.2.1 X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD)
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a rapid analytical technique revealing information on the
crystallographic structure (lattice parameters) and phase identification (chemical composition)
of crystalline materials. Finely ground and homogenized powders are needed for XRD
experiments.

Figure 2. 2 Photo image of the X-ray diffraction instrument (Model: GBC MMA).

The polycrystalline bulk samples were thoroughly ground to powder with no cluster and
removed to the sample holder. This powder was made flat and stuck on the holder by using
ethanol to keep the surface of the samples is at the same height of the holder rim. In this
experiment, the XRD experiments for all the fabricated samples were performed on a GBC
MMA diffractometer, with a Cu-Kα radiation source (λ= 0.154 nm). Typically, diffraction data
was collected in the 2θ range from 10° to 80°with a step width of 0.02º.
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Figure 2. 3 Schematic diagram showing the derivation of Bragg’s law (nλ=2dsinθ).

The X-ray diffraction is based on constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays and a
crystalline sample. These X-rays are generated by a cathode ray tube, filtered to produce
monochromatic radiation, collimated to concentrate them, and directed toward the sample. The
interaction of the incident rays with the sample produces constructive interference (and a
diffracted ray) when the conditions fit Bragg’s law,
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ……2.1
where d, 𝜃, n and 𝜆 are the spacing between diffracting crystal planes, the incident angle, an
integer representing the order of the diffraction peak, and the wavelength of the beam,
respectively. This law relates the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation to the diffraction
angle and the lattice spacing in a crystalline sample. These diffracted X-rays are then detected,
processed, and counted. All possible diffraction directions of the lattice should be attained due
to the random orientation of the powdered sample, by scanning the sample through a wide
range of 2θ angles.
In order to acquire high qualified XRD pattern and get know the lattice parameters of the unit
cell, Retrieved refinement is usually conducted on the software Rietica 4.1.0. Rietveld
refinement is a technique devised by Hugo Rietveld for use in the characterisation of crystalline
materials. The x-ray diffraction of powder samples results in a pattern characterised by
reflections (peaks in intensity) at certain positions. The height, width and position of these
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reflections can be used to determine many aspects of the material's structure.

Figure 2. 4 Difference of calculated peak shape based on Gaussian and Lorentzian function.

Figure 2. 5 Plot of the cantered Voigt profile for four cases. Each case has a nearly full width
at half maximum. The black and red profiles are the limiting cases of the Gaussian (γ =0) and
the Lorentzian (σ =0) profiles respectively.

To make sure the calculated curve fit well with the experiment result, the positions and shapes
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of peaks must be moderated. The peak position is related with the lattice parameters, which is
determined by the crystal structure and texture of the samples. For the peak shape fitting, there
are Gaussian and the Lorentzian function to depict the function.
2𝜃−2𝜃0 2
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where N and P are number of points and parameters.

2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused beam of high-energy electrons to
generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The signals derived from
electron-sample interactions reveal information about the sample, such as external morphology
(texture), chemical composition, and the crystalline structure and orientation of the materials
making up the sample. In most applications, data are collected over a selected area of the
surface of the sample, and a two-dimensional image is generated that displays spatial variations
in these properties.
Accelerated electrons in an SEM carry significant amounts of kinetic energy, and this energy
is dissipated as a variety of signals produced by electron-sample interactions when the incident
electrons are decelerated in the solid sample. These signals include secondary electrons (which
produce SEM images), backscattered electrons (BSE), diffracted backscattered electrons
(EBSD), photons, visible light, and heat. Secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are
commonly used for imaging samples: secondary electrons are most valuable for showing the
morphology and topography of samples, and backscattered electrons are most valuable for
illustrating contrasts in composition in multiphase samples (i.e. for rapid phase discrimination).
SEM analysis is considered to be "non-destructive"; that is, X-rays generated by electron
interactions do not lead to volume loss of the sample, so it is possible to analyse the same
materials repeatedly.
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Figure 2. 6 Photo of emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (Model: JSM-7500FA).

In this thesis, the morphology and structure of fabricated bulk samples were obtained by using
a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) model JSM- 7500FA, shown in figure
2.6. The JSM-7500F is an ultra-high resolution FESEM equipped with a high brightness
conical field emission (FE) gun and a low aberration conical objective lens (semi-in-lens).
When prepare FE-SEM samples, fresh cross sections were attained by naturally breaking the
sample. The samples are conductive enough that no coating is required. Grain boundaries and
layer structure were obtained.
The improved overall stability of the JSM-7500F makes it possible to readily observe
specimens at magnifications up to ×1,000,000 with the guaranteed resolution of 1 nm. The
energy filter makes it possible to observe the fine surface morphology of nanostructures.

2.2.3 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is an analytical capability that can be coupled
with several applications, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission
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electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). EDS,
when combined with these imaging tools, can be used to obtain information on the element
distributions or chemical characterization of sample areas as small as nano meters in diameter.
The impact of the electron beam on the sample produces X-rays that are characteristic of the
elements present on the sample. EDS analysis can be used to determine the elemental
composition of individual points or to map out the lateral distribution of elements from the
imaged area.
The accuracy of the EDS spectrum can be affected by various factors. Many elements will
have overlapping peaks (e.g., Ti, Kβ and V Kα, Mn Kβ and Fe Kα). The accuracy of the spectrum
can also be affected by the nature of the sample. X-rays can be generated by any atom in the
sample that is sufficiently excited by the incoming beam. These X-rays are emitted in any
direction, so they may not all escape the sample. The likelihood of an X-ray escaping the
specimen and thus being available for detection and measurement depends on the energy and
the number of X-rays, as well as density of the material that they have to pass through. This
can result in reduced accuracy in inhomogeneous and rough samples.
An EDS system is composed of three basic components: the X-ray detector, the pulse
processor, and the analyser. These three components must be designed to work together to
achieve optimum results. In practice, the X-ray detector first detects and converts X-rays into
electronic signals. Then, the pulse processor measures the electronic signals to determine the
energy of each X-ray detected. Finally, the analyser displays and interprets the X-ray data. In
this thesis, all EDS analyses for fabricated samples were carried out using the supplied EDS
system coupled with the JEOL-7500A FESEM system.

2.2.4 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
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Figure 2. 7 (a) Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) device (Model: Netzsch 204F1). (b)
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) device (Model: TA Q100). Schematic diagram of (c)
DSC principle and (d) temperature profile.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a thermal analytical technique in which the
difference in the amount of heat required to increase the temperature of a sample and a
reference is measured as a function of temperature. Both the sample and the reference are
maintained at nearly the same temperature throughout the experiment. Generally, the
temperature program for a DSC analysis is designed such that the sample holder temperature
increases linearly as a function of time. The reference sample should have a well-defined heat
capacity over the range of temperatures to be scanned.
The main application of DSC is in studying phase transitions, such as melting points, glass
transitions, crystallization times and temperatures, heats of melting and crystallization, percent
crystallinity, compositional analysis, thermal stability, and heat capacity.
Based on the operating mechanism, DSCs can be classified into two types, heat flux DSCs
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and power-compensated DSCs. For the heat flux DSC, the sample material, enclosed in a pan,
and an empty reference pan are placed on a thermoelectric disk surrounded by a furnace. The
furnace is heated at a linear heating rate, and the heat is transferred to the sample and reference
pan through the thermoelectric disk. Owing to the heat capacity (Cp) of the sample, however,
there would be a temperature difference between the sample and the reference pans, which is
measured by area thermocouples, and the consequent heat flow is determined by the thermal
equivalent of Ohm’s law: 𝑞 = ∆𝑇/R, where q is the “sample heat flow”, ∆𝑇 is the “temperature
difference between sample and reference”, and R is the “resistance of the thermoelectric
disk”.[5-9]
In a power-compensated DSC, the sample and reference pans are placed in separate furnaces
heated by separate heaters. The sample and reference are maintained at the same temperature,
and the difference in thermal power required to maintain them at the same temperature is
measured and plotted as a function of temperature or time.
In this thesis, the measurements of specific heat for all fabricated samples were performed by
using heat flux DSC instruments, the Netzsch 204F1 (figure 2.7 (a)) and the TA Q100 (figure
2.7 (b)). The sample to be measured is cut into a thin flake, making sure the bottom side that
will lie on crucible is flat to get good heat transport. According to the temperature profile, two
Aluminium crucibles were chosen to locate on the thermal couples. Samples to be measured
were enclosed in a pan, and an empty reference pan are placed on a thermoelectric disk
surrounded by a furnace. The furnace is heated at a linear heating rate, and the heat is
transferred to the sample and reference pan through the thermoelectric disk. Specific heat is
calculated using ratio method.

2.2.5 Electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient measurements
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Figure 2. 8 (a) System used to measure the high temperature electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient (Model: Rz2001i). (b) Sample preparation procedure.

The measurements for the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were conducted
simultaneously by means of a static DC method using an Ozawa Rz2001i system (figure 2.8)
within the temperature range from 300 to 1000 K. The electrical conductivity is measured using
the four probes method.
The fabricated bulk sample was cut into rectangular shape, and then polished to make sure
every two opposite sides are parallel. Measure and record the width and thickness of the
sample. Attach two parallel Pt wire on the sample, using silver paste to ensure the connection.
Distance between two Pt wires was recorded as the length of the sample. Use sprayer to coat
BN on the surface of the sample uniformly, forbidding any evaporation of the sample when
temperature goes up. BN on the two sides that attach to the thermal couple was cleaned by
ethanol. Circuit was set as a four-probe measurement system, and the temperature profile was
set for Seebeck coefficient measurement. To prevent oxidation or oxidising, the measurements
were conducted under vacuum throughout the entire process.

2.2.6 Thermal conductivity measurements
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Figure 2. 9 (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the thermal diffusivity measurement system
(Model: LFA 1000). (b) Schematic diagram illustrating the determination of thermal
diffusivity.

As shown in figure 2.9, a small thin disc-shaped specimen is subjected to a high intensified
short-duration radiant energy pulse. The energy of the pulse is absorbed on the front surface of
the specimen, and the resulting rear face temperature rise (thermogram) is recorded. The
thermal diffusivity value is calculated from the specimen thickness and the time required for
the rear face temperature rise to reach a certain percentage of its maximum value. When the
thermal diffusivity of the sample is to be determined over a temperature range, the
measurement must be repeated at each temperature of interest.
The laser flash method is by far the most common technique, used 80% of the time. For
measuring thermal conductivity, the following parameters are required: thermal diffusivity D,
specific heat Cp, and density 𝜌 as a function of temperature. The following formula shows this
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relation:
𝜆(𝑇) = 𝛼(𝑇) ⋅ 𝐶𝑝 (𝑇) ⋅ 𝜌(𝑇) ……2.11
For adiabatic conditions, D is determined by the following equation:
𝐷 = 0.1388 ∙ 𝐼 2 /𝑡0.5 ……2.12
where D is the thermal diffusivity in cm2/s, I is the thickness of the test specimen in cm, and
𝑡0.5 is the time at 50% of temperature increase measured at the rear of the specimen in seconds.
The advantage of the described method is the replacement of such parameters as absolute
temperature increase and/or heat quantity by a much faster and more accurate parameter, the
relative temperature increase.
In this thesis, the thermal diffusivity data for all fabricated samples was obtained from the
Linseis LFA 1000 system (figure 2-9) under vacuum conditions in the temperature range from
300 K to 1000 K with a heating/cooling gradient of 50 K.
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Chapter 3
Ultra-High Thermoelectric Performance in Graphene-Doped Cu2Se: Role
of Mismatching Phonon Modes

3.1 Abstract
This chapter reports a thermoelectric material consisting of Cu2Se doped with up to 0.45 wt%
of graphene nanoplates is reported. The carbon-reinforced Cu2Se exhibits an ultra-high
thermoelectric figure-of-merit of zT = 2.44 ± 0.25 at 870 K. Microstructural characterization
reveals dense, nanostructured grains of Cu2Se with multilayer-graphene and graphite
agglomerations located at grain boundaries. High-temperature X-ray diffraction shows that the
graphene-doped Cu2Se matrix retains a cubic structure and the composite microstructure is
chemically stable. Based on the experimental structure, density functional theory was used to
calculate the formation energy of carbon point defects and the associated phonon density of
states. The isolated carbon dopant is shown to have a high formation energy in Cu2Se whereas
graphene and graphite phases are enthalpically stable relative to the solid solution. Neutron
spectroscopy proves that there is a frequency mismatch in the phonon density of states between
the carbon honeycomb phases and cubic Cu2Se. This provides a mechanism for the strong
scattering of phonons at the composite interfaces, which significantly impedes the conduction
of heat and enhances thermoelectric performance.

3.2 Introduction
Thermoelectric (TE) materials offer an attractive augmentation in high-temperature devices
because they provide a mechanism to capture and recycle waste heat into electricity. [1-4] In the
past decades, promising developments have inspired hope that the next-generation of advanced
thermoelectrics could play an increasing role in sustainable technology.[5, 6] In order to compare
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the efficiency of different thermoelectric materials, Ioffe defined the figure-of-merit (zT), as
𝑧𝑇 = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇/𝜅, where S, σ, T and κ are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, absolute
temperature and thermal conductivity, respectively.[7,

8]

In many cases, achieving low κ

becomes the decisive factor for optimizing thermoelectric performance because there are strong
competing correlations between S and σ that make it difficult to modulate the power factor
(𝑆 2 𝜎 ).[9-11] Recently, there has been renewed interest in the superionic conductors in the
cuprous selenide (Cu2Se) family because they present a promising figure-of-merit at high
temperatures (~1000 K) enabled by the low thermal conductivity.[10, 12] The origin of the low
thermal conductivity remains debated, however, it is generally believed that either strong
anharmonic interactions in the lattice-phonon system,[13] or the liquid-like motion of the Cu
ions[12, 14] are responsible for impeding phonon transport. Despite the promising performance,
practical applications of these materials have been hindered by the chemical complications
associated with Cu phase segregation, and in tandem, zT is too low to be competitive in the
critical temperature region between 400 and 900 K.[15]
Various strategies have been employed to enhance the zT and the chemical stability of Cu2Se
over a broad temperature range. A facile method is chemical doping via the addition of
transition metals (Ag, Fe, Mn,)[16, 17] or alkaline elements (Li, Na, K)[18] to replace Cu, or
halogen or chalcogen elements (I, S, Te)[13, 14, 19] to replace Se. Other novel concepts include
grain boundary engineering,[20,

21]

the formation of high entropy alloys[22] and design of

nanocomposites.[23] The formation of composites based on hierarchical microstructures
containing a primary matrix phase embedded with secondary-phase inclusions spanning spatial
scales from the micrometer-scale down to the nanoscale has also proven to be a generally
effective route to optimize thermoelectrics.[24, 25] Very recently, a large increase in performance
for Cu2Se was reported by two groups, including our own, using a doping strategy based on
incorporating secondary carbon phases such as carbon fiber, carbon graphite powder, black
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carbon or carbon nanotubes into the Cu2Se matrix.[26, 27] The inclusion of light low atomic mass
carbon nanostructures increases zT for Cu2Se up to 2.4 in the temperature range below 1000 K.
Despite the enticing opportunities offered by these carbon-based Cu2Se composites, many open
questions still remain concerning the underlying chemical and phonon mechanisms. It is
essential to resolve these questions and reveal the optimal doping route for superior
thermoelectric performance.
Our recent work on carbon Cu2Se nanocomposites, based on several different carbon
precursors including carbon graphite and carbon fibre, demonstrated some universal features
across the entire family of hybrid materials. In every case, the thermal conductivity κ was
reduced with the addition of carbon, although different carbon precursors led to a variable
reduction of the electrical conductivity in the end product.[26, 27] Secondary carbon phases were
embedded in the Cu2Se matrix detected by transmission electron microscopy, implying low
chemical reactivity between the Cu2Se and the carbon. We, therefore, proposed a universal
chemical principle that allows for carbon-based enhancement of Cu2Se using a broad spectrum
of carbon mesoscopic and nanoscale structures. In parallel work, Nunna et al. independently
investigated carbon-nanotubes (CNTS) embedded in the Cu2Se. The latter results also indicate
that the CNTs remain as a second unreacted phase and cause a reduction in the thermal
conductivity that is broadly consistent with our work on carbon, graphite and fiber precursors.
While the choice of carbon precursor does influence the electrical conductivity, the exact form
of the carbon allotrope seems less critical for thermal conductivity, because different carbon
sources yield broadly similar results. The mechanism for the reduction of the thermal
conductivity, however, remains under debate because it does not follow the weighted-phasevolume dependency expected for a classical macro-composite. Instead, the thermal
conductivity of the composite is lower than either of the constituent materials.
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There are two viable mechanisms to explain the drastic reduction of the thermal conductivity
in composites containing the embedded carbon structures: interfacial phonon scattering at the
phase boundary of various phases, or a strong modification of the primary Cu2Se matrix caused
by, for example, atomic-scale point defects in the form of dopants. Our previous work reported
calculations of the thermal boundary resistance which indicated that strong phonon reflection
is expected at the interface of a graphite-like phase and Cu2Se. Nunna et al. showed that the
average speed of sound was reduced in CNT-doped Cu2Se, also indicating modified phonon
propagation. To date, however, there has been little direct experimental information concerning
the second possible mechanism: namely that the Cu2Se crystal lattice itself is strongly modified,
either by chemical reactions with carbon, the presence of carbon dopants or by a high level of
strain. In particular, the anomalous electrical conductivity and a shift in the Cu2Se cubicmonoclinic phase transition suggest that some degree of matrix-modification does occur within
the Cu2Se. Aside from the influence on thermal and electrical conductivity, the possible
formation of carbon defect structures, and the mutual solubility of C and Cu2Se is critical
because this may influence the long-term chemical stability of the C:Cu2Se microstructure.
More research is therefore needed to identify the optimal form of carbon allotrope precursors
to minimize detrimental effects.
To the best of our knowledge, there have been no prior reports of the incorporation of
graphene into a Cu2Se matrix until now. The high surface area of the 2D carbon allotrope,
however, is attractive for the purpose of enhancing surface-based chemical reactions and
maximizing interfacial phonon interactions. The robust level of electrical conductivity in
graphene should also be advantageous. The structural flexibility of single or multilayered
graphene structures and their relative chemical stability make them ideal candidates for
forming nano-inclusions in a Cu2Se hybrid system.[28] More broadly, graphene has been found
to be beneficial as an additive in other thermoelectric materials including direct doping in n-
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type and p-type Bi2Te3,[29] graphene-modified grain-boundary complexions in the Sb-based
skutterudites[20] or by forming core-shell structures in nanocomposite in Fe2P.[30]
In this article, we report a readily scalable method for incorporating of graphene nanoplates
into a Cu2Se matrix based on intense ball milling followed by melt-solidification. Using a
combination of techniques including high-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging, we resolve the structure at the local and
global scale. Significant reduction of the thermal conductivity − from ~0.8 W.m-1.K-1 to ~0.4
W.m-1.K-1 was obtained, thus leading to a record high thermoelectric figure-of-merit (at least
zT~2.44 at 873 K at the 95 % confidence level) with excellent cycling stability. Simultaneously,
we noted some decrease in the electrical conductivity. However, the power factor remained
comparable with the initial value owing to the enhanced Hall carrier concentration. To
rationalize the results, we performed ab initio calculations to study each component in the
composite: the Cu2Se, the carbon Cu2Se solid solution, graphene and graphite. The high
formation energy of the solid solution was confirmed, implying that the secondary graphite and
multilayer graphene phases are chemically stable. Neutron spectroscopy and ab initio
molecular dynamics demonstrate that such carbon secondary phases are ideal phonon-scatters
for Cu2Se based on the mismatch in phonon density of states.

3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Sample preparation
Copper selenide (nominally Cu2Se, ~99.999 %) in the form of a coarse powder was obtained
from Kaiyada Corp., China. The graphene nanoplatelets, having particle size and specific
surface area in the range of 5-10 µm and 300m2/g respectively, were acquired from Sigma
Aldrich, Australia (CAS: 7782-42-5). The mixtures of Cu2Se /x wt% graphene nanoplatelets
(x=0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45) powder were weighed out, and sealed in a PTFE jar inside a
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glove box. Zirconia balls were used as milling media with a ball /material weight ratio of 10:1.
Mechanical alloying was conducted by rotating the vial at 450 rpm for 5 h using a planetary
ball mill. The prepared powder was then sealed in evacuated quartz ampoules and shaken above
an acetylene-oxygen flame for 10 min to fully melt the powder sample without any second
phase aggregation, then quickly quenched in the liquid nitrogen. The as-prepared sample was
then annealed in an Argon atmosphere at 600 °C for recrystallization and elimination of
stresses. High density ingots with minimal anisotropy were obtained for all samples.
3.3.2 Characterization
The phase purity of all Cu2Se /x wt% graphene nanoplatelet hybrid materials was
characterized by using X-ray diffraction (GBC MMA) with Cu Kα radiation within the 2θ range
from 10°to 60°, followed by Rietveld refinements using the Fullprof _Suite _Windows (2017
Version). High-quality synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction was conducted at the Australian
Synchrotron at a wavelength of 0.58973 Å. Silica capillaries and a Eurotherm hot air blower
was used. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL 7500) was used to
reveal the phase composition and microstructure of as-synthesized bulk samples. Thin foils for
STEM were prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) milling (FEI Helios G3). STEM imaging
and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were carried out on a JEOL ARM200F
instrument operating at 200 kV. The Hall carrier concentration (𝑝) was measured by a 14 T
Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum Design,USA) and the correlated mobility
(𝜇) was calculated by formula: 𝜎 = 𝑝𝑒𝜇. The electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient
were measured simultaneously in a Argon atmosphere in the temperature range from 300 to
973 K using a RZ2001i system (Netzsch, Japan). The specific heat (Cp) was determined by
differential scanning calorimetry on a DSC-204F1 Phoenix (Netzsh, Japan) under an argon
atmosphere with a flow rate of 50 ml/min. The sample density (𝜌) was calculated using the
measured weight and dimensions, and for some samples, 𝜌 was also determined by the
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Archimedes method. The thermal conductivity (κ) was calculated by 𝜅 = 𝐶𝑝 × 𝐷 × 𝜌.
3.3.3 Neutron spectroscopy
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments were conducted on the time-of-fight cold
neutron spectrometer, Pelican, at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organization. The powder samples were placed in an annular aluminum can, which was
attached to the cold head of a top-loaded, closed-cycle refrigerator capable of achieving sample
temperatures from 1.5 K to 700 K. The wavelength of the incident neutrons was 4.75 Å,
corresponding to an energy of 3.63 meV. The Large Array Manipulation Program (LAMP) was
used to reduce the data and convert the time-of-flight data to S(Q,⍵), the scattering function
which contains the dynamic information on the system. Background subtraction of the empty
sample can and normalization to a vanadium sample, used as the isotropic scatterer, for
correcting detector efficiency were also carried out. Finally, the scattering function was
converted to the generalized phonon density of states (GDOS) as a function of energy transfer
at the neutron-energy-gain-side. The GDOS accounts for the temperature dependence of the
S(Q,⍵), which is related to the thermal population of excitations.
3.3.4 Density functional theory calculations
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the plane-wave code,
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP). Geometry optimisation and moleculardynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the Projector Augmented Wave (PAW)
potential and the Perdew –Burke –Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional. The MD
simulations used a single k-point at the Г position of reciprocal space. A (2 × 1 × 2) supercell was used containing 97 atoms that were initially placed randomly at the 32f and 8c
positions to construct disordered supercells matching the experimental occupations (see figure
3.1 (b)) taken from previously-reported crystallographic data. Geometry optimisation and unit-
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cell optimisations were achieved by allowing the atoms to relax to their minimum energy
positions, as reported previously. Atomic positions were all considered to be completely free,
with no symmetry constraints (i.e., in the P1 space group). In the subsequent MD calculations,
a time step of 1 fs was used with an energy cut-off and electronic convergence of 400 eV and
1.0×10-4 eV respectively. A 3 picosecond equilibration on the energy-minimized structure in
the isokinetic ensemble at the target temperature was performed to distribute the kinetic energy
throughout the system, followed by a 20 ps production run at 500 K and 675 K.

3.4 Results and Discussions

Figure 3. 1 (a) Synchrotron powder diffraction patterns of Cu2Se / 0.15 wt% graphene
nanoplatelets sample heated from room temperature (RT) to 773 K, simulated powder
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diffraction patterns for α-Cu2Se and β-Cu2Se are also presented at the bottom of the figure. (b)
(top) Enlarged diffraction patterns for regions a1 (figure 3.1 a) for the undoped and doped
sample at selected temperatures. The dotted line shows the patterns following the heating
process after returning to 300 K. (bottom) Schematic diagram of graphene and Cu2Se crystal
lattice seen from <010> and <001> directions, respectively. (c) Temperature dependence of
the lattice parameter of doped and undoped samples (x=carbon fraction (wt%)) in the range
marked as a2.
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Figure 3. 2 (a) Lab X-ray diffraction patterns of as-fabricated graphene-doped Cu2Se with
nominal weight percentage of x=0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.30 and 0.45 at room temperature. (b)
Rietveld refinement result for the fabricated undoped (x=0.0) Cu2Se sample in the monoclinic
phase.
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Figure 3. 3 Refinement result for powder diffraction patterns of as-fabricated Cu2Se / x
graphene (x=0.15 %) sample at 500°C.

Figure 3. 4 (a) synchrotron powder diffraction patterns for as-fabricated undoped Cu2Se
sample. (b) and (c) are (111) peak for undoped and doped (x=0.15 %) samples, respectively.
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(d) 2D heat map for undoped and doped samples with 2-theta ranging from 10 degree to 50
degree.

In order to assess the structure and chemical stability of the graphene-doped Cu2Se,
synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction was conducted from 300–773 K (figure 3.1 (a)). The
crystal structure of the doped sample can be indexed against the published structures for the
pure monoclinic (labeled -phase) and the cubic phase (labeled the -phase) taken from
published crystallographic data [ICSD #41140] as shown by inset in figure 3.1 (a). At room
temperature, all doped samples exist in the low-symmetry -phase with space group C2/c,
indicating that the C incorporation preserves the crystal structure of the main Cu2Se phase. The
peak widths of all melt-quenched samples are considerably broadened relative to the instrument
resolution, and the scattering-angle-dependency indicates both small grain sizes and strain play
a role. Using Williamson-Hall analysis, the average grain-size is estimated as ~ 300 nm in the
undoped starting material.
To gain insight into the structural behavior of the graphene-doped Cu2Se under high operating
temperatures, we have focused on the behavior in the regime above 400 K. Upon increasing
the temperature, the C-doped -Cu2Se transforms to -Cu2Se with space group 𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚 (figure
3.1 (a)), which sets in above 400 K and persists to above 773 K, in agreement with the standard
Cu-Se binary phase diagram.[31] This indicates, like room temperature, the high-temperature
crystal structure of the Cu2Se is not drastically distorted by the presence of the carbon. Figure
3.1 (b) presents an enlarged region of XRD patterns for undoped and doped samples at several
temperatures. To compare the effect of heating on the microstructure, the room temperature
data is compared before and after the heating cycle as shown in figure 3.1 (b) by the dotted
lines. The graphene-doped Cu2Se sample undergoes no major changes after heating, whereas
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the undoped sample shows evidence of recrystallization at about 350 °C. The microstructure
of the doped sample is therefore relatively stable.
From refinement of the high-temperature powder X-ray diffraction patterns, the graphenedoped Cu2Se is found to exhibit a different lattice constant and a different thermal expansion
behavior (figure 3.1 (c)). The cubic lattice parameter, a, is 5.805 ± 0.005 Å for the β-phase at
150 C for the undoped sample, however, it is 5.857 ±0.005 Å for the β-phase graphene-doped
sample at the same temperature. The latter value matches past reports for pristine
stoichiometric Cu2Se,[14] whereas the reduced lattice constant in the carbon-free sample may
arise from a small amount of Cu-deficiency forming Cu2-xSe in the melt-quench process. A
modified lattice constant expansion is observed for the doped and undoped Cu2Se (figure 3.1
(c)). The carbon:Cu2Se composite displays a standard linear thermal expansion of the lattice
constant which indicates that no major chemical reactions occur in this temperature range. The
undoped Cu2Se shows a clear anomaly in the lattice constant between 500 K and 600 K as
shown in figure 3.1 (c). Similar features have been observed in past X-ray diffraction studies
of undoped Cu2Se, which assigned this feature to the change in Cu stoichiometry in this
temperature interval, leading to a Cu deficiency of several percents. Chemical reactions, for
example, oxidation, also introduce lattice anomalies in Cu2Se. It is noteworthy that no such
features appear in carbon-containing Cu2Se, indicating a high level of chemical stability. The
diffraction patterns for the doped samples also do not display any obvious secondary phases.
However, the close match of d-spacing in several directions (figure 3.1 (b)) means there is
considerable potential for a coherent interface with the graphite basal plane. Unfortunately, the
small amount of carbon and its low scattering power make such features difficult to detect with
XRD.
Figure 3.2 (a) is the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the as-fabricated Cu2Se /graphene
nanocomposite materials, which can be indexed as the monoclinic α -Cu2Se with a space group
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of C2/c (SG Number 15). Figure 3.2 (b) is the Rietveld refinement of undoped Cu2Se sample
formed by the same melt-quench procedure. The patterns for the doped and undoped samples
are very similar. It should be pointed out that doping does not lead to any clear shift in peak
positions or change in peak shape (within the lab instrument resolution), indicating the carbon
atoms barely modify the lattice. There is also no extra shoulder or peak evident in the
diffraction patterns, unlike what has been reported in heavily-doped carbon-graphite Cu2Se
composites where a clear graphitic secondary phase was observed.
Synchrotron powder diffraction was performed at high temperatures to determine the crystal
structure for the graphene-doped samples at high working temperatures. Figure 3.3 shows a
representative Rietveld refinement at 500 °C, indicating the structure has the cubic antifluorite
structure (𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚) identical to the Cu2Se parent β-phase. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the phase
transition of the undoped sample for comparison. Figure 3.4 (b) and (c) shows and enlarged
region of the diffraction pattern of the undoped and doped (x =0 and 0.15 %) sample at various
temperatures. The relative shift in the Bragg reflections indicates a slightly increased lattice
constant in the doped sample at high temperature. Figure 3.4 (d) shows the temperature
sequence of the diffraction pattern for the doped and undoped samples during the temperature
ramp up and down, in agreement with the phase diagram. A higher transition temperature is
presented in the doped sample, which is shown in the right-hand section of figure 3.4 (d) and
mirrors other reports for doped variants of Cu2Se. A likely explanation for the shifted transition
temperature is that the stoichiometry of the doped samples is slightly different than undoped
samples, where the latter appears to be slightly sub-stoichiometric Cu2-xSe based on the
suppressed phase transition temperature.
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Figure 3. 5 (a) SEM backscattered image and associated EDS maps for ion beam polished
Cu2Se/0.45 wt% GNPs. STEM (b) BF and (c) HAADF images showing the presence dispersion
of large angular carbon inclusions and smaller rounded voids. (d) HRTEM image showing the
allocation of nano-sized sublattice. (e) STEM BF image of graphitic inclusions lying on a
Cu2Se grain boundary. (f) STEM BF image of a multi-layered graphene particle embedded in
the Cu2Se matrix (dark). (g) STEM BF image of the interface where Cu2Se nucleated on the
graphitic carbon (bottom) triggering enlargement of lattice constant near the interface. (h)
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Schematic diagram of the nucleation process leading to small grains. (i) Ultralow thermal
conductivity achieved by graphene nanoplatelets incorporation.

Figure 3. 6 (a) SEM image of fabricated Cu2Se / x graphene (x=0.45 %) sample. (b) Selected
area near the grain boundary. (c) EDS mapping of selected area in (b) for Cu, Se and C,
respectively.
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Figure 3. 7 (a) (b) HAADF and BF image show carbon frame work reinforced structure in
fabricated sample. (c) and (d) are HAADF image for figure 3.2 (f) and (g), respectively.

Figure 3. 8 EDS mapping of Cu, Se and C in the selected area, respectively.

Using electron microscopy, a clear two-component microstructure was observed in the
graphene-doped Cu2Se consisting of the primary Cu2Se phase and secondary honeycomb
carbon structures. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the microscale elemental map obtained by energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) indicating that
the Cu2Se/graphene is solidified into a polycrystalline bulk comprised of small Cu2Se grains
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with embedded carbon inclusions at spatial scales up to several micrometers. It also shows the
elemental map at higher resolution, indicating that many smaller carbon regions are also
present with dimensions down to a few nanometers. STEM and TEM provide evidence of a
fine grain structure, as shown in figure 3.5 (b -d). We can conclude that small grains of Cu2Se
are reinforced by a dense framework of intergranular carbon. Carbon inclusions can be located
at grain boundaries as shown in figure 3.5 (e). Thin sheets of graphite or multilayered-graphene
can be identified inside the matrix, generally deformed around surrounding grains as shown in
figure 3.5 (f). An atomic-resolution image of the interface between the carbon phase and the
Cu2Se is shown in figure 3.5 (g) in the STEM BF image. The densely packed lattice planes of
the Cu2Se lie parallel to the original graphite layered, suggesting that the phase nucleated and
grew on the carbon surface. This is consistent with previous observations of carbon/Cu 2Se
composites and is a feature of the crystallographic compatibility of the two phases based on
the carbon honeycomb structural motif. Figure 3.5 (g) indicates that considerable lattice
expansion is also evident for Cu2Se matrix planes near the interface as the result of epitaxial
strain, as measurements of the d-spacing show a systematic increase nearer to the carbon phase.
Based on the latter results, figure 3.5 (h) is a schematic diagram proposing a mechanism for
nucleation and grain formation within the melt-quench process starting from the Cu2Se and
graphene precursors. At 1200 °C, graphene nanoplates, as well as Cu and Se atoms, can move
randomly in the molten Cu2Se. The limited solubility of carbon in the molten Cu2Se allows the
carbon precursors to remain undissolved and form aggregates, or remain as individual carbon
sheets. This produces carbon inclusions with a hierarchical range of sizes, which is expected
to have a strong effect on phonon transmission, and therefore heat transport. To demonstrate
this directly, figure 3.5 (i) shows the strong decrease of the thermal conductivity of the
graphene-doped Cu2Se relative to the undoped sample, indicating a reduction of up to 50 %.
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As expected, the complex microstructure of the graphene nanocomposite can be directly
correlated with greatly reduced macroscopic heat transport.
SEM characterization was performed for the Cu2Se /x graphene sample with x=0.45 wt% in
figure 3.6 (a) to study the microscale distribution of the carbon and Cu2Se grains. A layered
structure is evident with average grain size of ~ 80µm, while the grain boundary areas appear
to show some indication of damage. The EDS analysis using secondary electron beam for the
grain boundary area shows that some carbon is distributed at the grain boundaries.
To determine the atomic-scale microstructure and elemental composition, aberrationcorrected STEM was carried out. Figure 3.7 (a) and (b) show bright field (BF) and High Angle
Annular Dark Field (HAADF) images of a section through the carbon framework in the x
=0.45 % sample. An enlarged image of a thin carbon feature is shown in figure 3.7 (c) together
with an atomic-resolution image of the interface (Cu2Se at top). Figure 3.8 shows elemental
maps of the region in figure 3.7 (a). The interfaces between the C and Cu2Se were extremely
sharp, indicating no interdiffusion. The Cu and Se distribution within the primary Cu2Se phase
appears to be very uniform, with no obvious regions of copper deficiency.
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Figure 3. 9 Temperature dependence of thermoelectric electrical properties of undoped and
graphene doped Cu2Se samples: (a) electrical conductivity (𝜎), (b) Seebeck coefficient (S), (c)
power factor (PF), (d) zT, (e) Hall hole concentration and Hall mobility as a function of the
content of GNPs at 300 K. The data for the Cu2Se /carbon nanotubes hybrid materials reported
in ref. 15b is also included for comparison. (The empty symbols refer to the results before
phase transition) (e) Specific heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp) of samples with different
doping level, inset is the Cp results during phase transition.
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Figure 3. 10 (a) Temperature dependence of the maximum reduced efficiency. (b) Energy
conversion efficiency with temperature difference of 400 K compared with Carnot engine
efficiency. (c) and (d) Compatibility factor (s) for Seebeck effect and Peltier effect, respectively.

Figure 3. 11 Vickers hardness of as-fabricated samples (Cu2Se /x graphene), some traditional
state-of-art thermoelectric materials are also presented for comparison.
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Although the reduction of the thermal conductivity appears to be a robust feature, the
electrical conductivity shows variable levels of minor deterioration in the graphene-doped
Cu2Se. The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity (𝜎), Seebeck coefficient (S)
and power factor (PF) for the pure Cu2Se and the graphene-doped Cu2Se samples are plotted
in figure 3.9. Starting from x=0 to 0.15 wt%, the electrical conductivity decreases
monotonically with the carbon weight percentage, while it increases for x > 0.15 wt% over a
wide temperature range (figure 3.9 (a)). Meanwhile, the temperature dependence of the
Seebeck coefficient shows an inverse behavior relative to electrical conductivity as shown in
figure 3.9 (b). The S parameter increases for x=0 to 0.15 wt%, then decreases for samples with
higher doping level. The complex, non-monotonic behavior of 𝜎 and S implies that two
competing mechanisms affect the transport properties. The overall power factor for the doped
samples are shown in figure 3.9 (c), and are slightly lower than the undoped sample, with the
maximum PF for the doped sample reaching 10.2 μW𝑐𝑚−1 𝐾 −2 at 800 K. Although graphene
doping does lower the power factor, this is outweighed by the giant reduction in thermal
conductivity and correspondingly the overall figure of merit (zT) is significantly enhanced as
summarized in figure 3.9 (d). The undoped sample reaches a zT of 1.1 at 873 K, while the value
of zT gradually increases with graphene doping. With doping the zT at 873 K is increased from
1.3 for x=0.05 wt% to a maximum value of 2.44 for x=0.15 wt%, which may be a world record
for zT below 900 K. It remains as high as 2.4 to x=0.3 wt% and then drops slightly with higher
doping level. These results represent considerable improvement on past results where the
power factor was strongly reduced by carbon doping. More broadly, they also confirm the key
discovery from the past investigations: namely that the thermal conductivity can be strongly
modified using a variety of carbon allotropes in the form of secondary phases embedded in the
microstructure. Another crucial consideration for practical applications is the compatibility
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factor (s) and the related thermal mechanical properties. While the overall performance is very
promising, the anomalous non-monotonic behavior of electrical conductivity depending on the
graphene doping level, and the mechanism for the reduced thermal conductivity, warrant
further discussion.
In order to further clarify the effect of graphene doping on the electrical properties, we
measured the Hall effect to determine carrier concentration (p) and mobility (µ) using 𝜎 = 𝑝𝑒𝜇.
In figure 3.9 (e) it can be seen that the p increases sharply from 6.1 × 1020 𝑐𝑚−3 for x=0, to
9.07 × 1020 𝑐𝑚−3 for x=0.05 wt%. With further doping, p decreases gradually down to
7.4 × 1020 𝑐𝑚−3 for x=0.45 wt%. Compared with hybrid materials comprised of carbon
nanotubes and Cu2Se, our graphene-doped samples show an increase in p for low levels of
doping with graphene. This suggests the possibility that the melt-quench method using high
surface area graphene allows for a small amount of carbon to be alloyed with the Cu2Se lattice.
It is well established that carbon can be dissolved in liquid copper, and a small amount of
carbon can also be dissolved in solid copper at around 10 parts per million. No solubility data
exists, however, for carbon in Cu2Se in the liquid or solid phase. Using electron-lossspectroscopy, we were unable to detect any substantial carbon signal from the solid-state Cu2Se
matrix within the limitations of the technique (~ 0.1 wt%), indicating solubility is low.
In real application, a wide variety of parameters, other than zT, play an important role for
thermoelectric materials. Figure 3.10 (a) reports the maximum reduced efficiency, defined as
𝑢(𝑆+𝜌𝜅𝑢)

𝜂reduced,max = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 [

𝑆𝑢−

1
𝑇

]=

√1+𝑧𝑇−1

, which suggests the maximum actual efficiency for

√1+𝑧𝑇+1

the thermoelectric module compared with Carnot engine. For a certain temperature difference
(∆T, defined as 𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶 ), the maximum energy conversion efficiency could be given as
𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑇𝐻 −𝑇𝐶
𝑇𝐻

∙

√1+𝑧𝑇−1
√1+𝑧𝑇+𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝐻

. Figure 3.3.1 (b) show the max efficiency of undoped and doped

samples given the ∆T of 400 K.
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The thermoelectric compatibility factor, s, is another important factor that needs to be
considered when designing an efficient thermoelectric generator. The maximum efficiency of
a thermoelectric generator will be decreased greatly if the compatibility factors for the
segments of n- and p- type thermoelectric materials differ from each other by a factor larger
than two. Figure 3.10 (c) and (d) shows sseebeck and sPeltier of the as-fabricated samples
respectively.
Hardness is another important parameter for thermoelectric materials, because it determines
the durability under temperature-induced stress in devices. It is also reflection of the Young’s
modulus and Grü eisen constant, which are important reflections of the phonon velocity. Figure
11 shows the measured Vickers hardness of as-fabricated samples, and some typical
thermoelectric materials are also listed for comparison.

Figure 3. 12 (a) Theoretical configuration of an interstitial carbon defect as calculated by DFT.
Although the interstitial defect is more energetically-favorable than substitutional defects, it
has a high formation energy at 2.6-3.1 eV and causes a strong distortion of the lattice during
ionic relaxation. (b) The identical supercell to (a) pictured without the carbon defect. The
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dashed lines indicate the position of the average cubic structure formed by the Se lattice,
whereas the Cu occupy disordered positions in the 32f and 8c Wyckoff sites.

Figure 3. 13 Electronic density of states for one configuration of cubic -Cu2Se with and
without an interstitial carbon dopant. The partial density of states for the carbon dopant s/pstates is also shown.
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Figure 3. 14 The total vibrational Cartesian density of states for the pure Cu2Se are compared
with the hypothetical Cu2-xSeCx solid solution at 400 K. Additional states are introduced above
40 meV in the simulation of the carbon doped material. The shaded region shows an
enlargement of the carbon partial density of states, indicating these rattling modes isolated from
the bulk Cu2Se phonon spectrum.
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To theoretically assess the possibility that carbon can dissolve in the Cu2Se matrix at very low
concentrations and act as a dopant, we calculated the defect formation energy using density
functional theory. We modeled 2 × 2 × 2 supercells containing 97 atoms arranged in the cubic
phase of Cu2Se. This corresponds to a carbon concentration of 1.03 atomic% or 0.065 wt%.
The cubic phase structure of -Cu2Se was used as the basis for the calculation, as it is the hightemperature properties of the C:Cu2Se system which are the key factors during both synthesis
and operation. Carbon was trialed in 6 different positions, 4 interstitials and three possible
substitutional sites. For each position, 3 different disordered configurations were used for
copper positions. The lowest energy defect was identified to be interstitial carbon, octahedrally
coordinated with copper and forming Cu-C bonds with a length of 1.96-2.1 Å as shown in
figure 3.12 (a). For comparison, the corresponding undoped system with the same initial copper
configuration is shown in figure 3.12 (b). The comparison shows that, if present, C would
distorts the cubic lattice significantly in contrast to the experimental observations. The lattice
expansion caused by this interstitial dopant was calculated to be in the range of 0.4 – 0.6 %. To
calculate the formation energy for an interstitial carbon defect via solid-state chemical reactions,
we deployed the formula:
𝐸𝐹 = 𝐸(𝐶𝑢2 𝑆𝑒𝐶𝑥 ) − 𝐸(𝐶𝑢2 𝑆𝑒) − 𝑥 ∗ 𝐸(𝐶) …… 3.1
where the first term corresponds to the total energy of the carbon doped Cu2Se supercell, the
second is energy of pure Cu2Se in the cubic phase with the same supercell dimensions, and the
final term is the energy per carbon in the starting material (in this case either graphite or
graphene), weighted by the number of carbon atoms in the supercell (x*). To make a careful
comparison, the same copper configuration was used when evaluating the energy of the doped
and undoped phases, subject only to a small amount of ionic relaxation. Although there is some
unavoidable variance in the trial configurations, the results consistently show the formation
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energies lie in the range +2.6 to +3.2 eV for carbon in the various interstitial sites. The
formation energies for the carbon defect derived from monolayer graphene is slightly lower by
9.3 meV relative to the graphite precursors, because of the decreased van der Waals interaction.
Other interstitial sites, such as the carbon within the center of the unoccupied copper cage,
resulted in similar energies after ionic relaxation. The hypothetical electronic density of states
for one representative defect configuration is shown in figure 3.13. The key result, however, is
the formation energies are prohibitively high, and in the thermodynamic limit, there would be
a negligible percentage of carbon point-defects in Cu2Se in a solid-state environment, well
below parts per million.
The XRD and electron microscopy data, supported by the theoretical calculations, show that
it is chemically-preferable for a majority of carbon to remain as inert graphene and graphite
secondary phases in the solid state matrix of Cu2Se. The high formation energy indicated by
DFT calculations suggest it is energetically unfavorable to form a solid solution containing
carbon dissolved in Cu2Se. Furthermore, there are no other binary or ternary compounds
containing Cu, Se and C reported in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). Thus,
there are few, if any, chemical reactions possible in the composite C:Cu2Se system. This is
consistent with the high-temperature X-ray diffraction because secondary phases would be
detected, or a much larger expansion would result if more than 0.065 wt% of carbon were
reacted or dissolved. Instead, the overall microstructure is stable upon heating, indicating that
carbon nano-inclusions generally survive as secondary unreacted phases and do not undergo
solid-state reactions. Collectively, this explains the hierarchal distribution of carbon
nanostructures sizes embedded in the Cu2Se. The largest sizes are influenced by the degree of
agglomeration of the carbon precursors during the synthesis procedure, which is generally
enhanced in the liquid state of the Cu2Se in the first stage of the synthesis. Carbon that is
metastably dissolved in the liquid phase of Cu2Se is expected to form precipitates upon cooling.
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The smallest size of the nanostructure ensemble will then be determined by the initial size of
the carbon precursor or the precipitates, depending on synthesis conditions. A mechanistic
consequence of the chemically-stable hierarchal microstructure is that the phonon scattering
will be greatly modified because the resulting local vibrational density of states will be
inhomogeneous across the interface of the carbon phase and Cu2Se.
The electronic and vibrational density of states were calculated using the same method
described in the main article to investigate the effects of forming a hypothetical solid-solution
of carbon and Cu2Se. Figure 3.13 compares the electronic density of states for β-Cu2Se with
and without an interstitial carbon dopant, for Cu frozen in one configuration. The Fermi level
is shifted into the valence band for the doped variant. The band-edges of the valence and
conduction band are not sharp, instead exhibiting band-tails which is a characteristic feature of
spatially-disordered or amorphous semiconductors. The carbon introduces shallow acceptor
levels near the valence band edge. A small (nearly zero) band-gap is evident in the undoped
sample. However, the GGA-PBE approach was used by necessity owing to the large supercell,
and this is well-known to underestimate the band-gap. Furthermore, the random motion of Cu
introduces additional electronic complications beyond those modelled in this preliminary work.
Figure 3.14 compares the vibrational density of states with and without a carbon dopant
calculated from the molecular dynamics trajectory obtained using DFT within a constant
temperature (NVT) ensemble. The carbon was positioned to initially occupy a 32f Wyckoff
copper site in this simulation, giving a concentration corresponding to 1 atom%. During the
initial equilibration, the carbon relocated to the octahedral site described in the main article.
After equilibration, the calculated vibrational density of states of the carbon-doped Cu2Se is
similar to that of undoped Cu2Se, except for some isolated high energy carbon (rattling) modes
in the energy range between 40-80 meV.
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Figure 3. 15 (a) Schematic illustration of two different scattering processes: specular reflection
and diffuse scattering, for a phonon at the Cu2Se/C interface. In diffuse scattering, the angle
and momentum of the incident phonon are not correlated with the properties of the outgoing
phonon, and the transmission probability is defined by the relative density of states at the
phonon frequency. (b) The density of states of Cu2Se measured via neutron spectroscopy
experiment, and calculated with ab initio molecular dynamics, shows high spectral weight
below 30 meV. The measured and calculated density of states of graphite has a low spectral
weight below 30 meV, indicating a low probability of transmission for phonons below 30 meV
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between Cu2Se and graphite. At higher energies above 50 meV, the graphite has a high density
of states, whereas that of Cu2Se is negligible, indicating transmission of high-energy phonons
will be forbidden using a direct one-phonon process.

The established theories of interfacial boundary resistance and interfacial phonon scattering
can yield useful insights into the high-temperature phonon scattering of carbon embedded to
form inhomogeneous structures in Cu2Se.[32-35] In previous work, we deployed the acoustic
mismatch model (AMM) which explains why there is a strong reflection of phonons at the
C :Cu2Se interfaces below a critical angle as illustrated schematically in figure 3.15 (a) based
on the mismatch in mass density and speed of sound of the two components. On the other hand,
the model implies a strong temperature dependency, which was not observed experimentally.
This is a well-known shortcoming in the AMM. A full understanding of phonon scattering at
all temperatures for nanostructures embedded in thermoelectric materials remains challenging
because many factors play a role: nature of interfacial bonding, the contribution of contact
versus boundary resistance and role of the nanomorphology. On general grounds, however, it
is clear that the high surface area of planar nanostructures, such as graphene, will provide an
increased cross-section for interfacial phonon scattering. On the other hand, the degree of
phonon-transparency of the individual interfaces is also a key factor. In the following section,
we extend the previous work and propose a mechanism whereby interfacial phonons can be
scattered diffusely as in figure 3.15 (b). This results in a high thermal boundary resistance for
the graphite/graphene: Cu2Se interfaces based on the mismatch in the phonon density of states.
The diffuse mismatch model (DMM) was developed to explain the diffuse reflection of
phonons between two dissimilar materials that occurs at high temperatures as shown
schematically in figure 3.15 (a), where the AMM is inapplicable. In this limit of the DMM, the
precise angle of the scattering becomes unimportant, as phonons are effectively randomized
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and lose memory of their incoming direction. Consequently, the model only depends on angleintegrated density-of-states of each material, the velocity magnitude of the incoming phonon
in Material A and outgoing phonon mode in Material B. With the diffuse mismatch model, the
transmission probability (α) of a phonon i with frequency ω escaping material A and entering
material B can be written as:
∑ 𝐺𝐵 (𝜔𝑖 ,𝑇)𝑐𝑖,𝐵

𝛼𝑖 (𝜔𝑖 ) = ∑𝑗 𝐺

𝑗 𝐴 (𝜔𝑖 ,𝑇)𝑐𝑖,𝐴

……. 3.2

In equation 3.2, 𝐺𝐴 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) is phonon density of states at energy ω in material A at temperature
T, and 𝐺𝐵 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) is the phonon density of states at the same energy in material B. This must be
summed over all j modes, both transverse and longitudinal. The velocity (dispersion) of each
phonon mode is modelled by the parameter 𝑐𝑖,𝐴 and 𝑐𝑖,𝐵 in each material. Only modes below a
maximum frequency ωMax contribute to the heat flow across the interface, where the cutoff
frequency is determined by the specific phonon properties of the materials. At low temperatures,
the Debye approximation can be used to model GA and GB. However, in the high-temperature
limit, it is necessary to consider the true density of states and phonon dispersion, because
𝐺𝐴 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) and 𝐺𝐵 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) contain considerable substructure including forbidden gap regions
and sharp regions with high density of states (van Hove singularities). A key implication of the
model is that phonon transmission will be very poor if 𝐺𝐵 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) has a low (or zero) density of
states in a frequency regime where 𝐺𝐴 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) has a high density of states. We now show that
this is exactly the situation encountered by phonons in the graphene-doped Cu2Se, and carbonCu2Se composites.
To investigate the substructure of 𝐺𝐴 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) and 𝐺𝐵 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇), and show the mismatch in the
density of states, we performed neutron spectroscopy of Cu2Se and compared this with ab initio
molecular dynamics calculations based on density functional theory. Time-of-flight neutron
spectroscopy measures the generalized density of states, proportional to the total density of
phonon states integrated over all angles, weighted by the incoherent scattering power of the
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individual elements, and convoluted with the resolution function of the instrument. Figure 3.5
(b) shows the generalized density of states (GDOS) measured and calculated for pure Cu2Se,
and for nanographite particles, based on our experimental data for Cu2Se and the published
data of Cavallari and Rols et al. for nanographite. The experimental GDOS for the undoped
Cu2Se is in excellent agreement with other recent measurements,[22] and the graphene-doped
sample exhibits a nearly identical GDOS within the level of experimental uncertainty. In
contrast, if a solid-solution were formed between C and Cu2Se, additional features from rattling
modes would be expected according to ab initio molecular dynamics, however, these are not
observed experimentally.
A characteristic feature in the Cu2Se neutron data, evident for doped and undoped samples, is
that the majority of phonon modes are present below 40 meV. The broad spectral feature is the
superposition of a large number of phonon modes, including acoustic phonon modes with very
short-lifetime and correspondingly, large phonon line widths in the range 3-15 meV and short
mean free path. Superimposed in figure 3.15 is the Cartesian vibrational density of states
calculated by Fourier transforming the molecular dynamics trajectory using techniques
discussed in past work.[26,

36]

The agreement between the main spectral features in the

theoretical density of states and experimental density of states is excellent for Cu2Se, and main
low energy features are well reproduced. In comparison, the graphite, in bulk or in
nanostructure form has a more classical continuous distribution of phonon modes extending far
above 40 meV, with a few well-defined regions with high density of states (van Hove
singularities) near phonon band minima or maxima distributed between 0 – 100 meV. The
vibrational density of states calculated with the DFT method for graphite predicts the position
of the main van Hove singularities in agreement with past results, although the continuum of
long-wavelength acoustic phonons is not fully reproduced owing to the small simulation size.
For the purposes here, the important result shown both in the theory and the experiment is that
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the regions of high density of states in Cu2Se, which can be labeled 𝐺𝐴 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇) below 40 meV
overlap regions of low density of states in graphite 𝐺𝐵 (𝜔𝑖 , 𝑇), leading to strong phonon
scattering at their mutual interface according to Equation 3.2. A coarse estimate using the
density of states from the molecular dynamics, and assuming a constant speed of sound ratio
𝑐𝑔 /𝑐𝐶𝑢2 𝑆𝑒 = 7.3 for the phonon modes based on the relative average speed of sound, indicates
that phonon transmission will be very low (10-20 %) for a wide range of phonon energies
below 40 meV. Furthermore, above ωMax ~ 40 meV as defined by the fall-off in the Cu2Se
spectrum, there will be minimal contribution to heat-flow because there almost no available
modes in the Cu2Se, making heat transmission via phonons forbidden at the level of a firstorder single phonon processes. Broadly similar arguments hold for wide variety of carbon
allotropes based on the structural honeycomb motif, including graphene, because all these
exhibit a wide distribution of phonon energies unlike Cu2Se. Finally, as the density of states of
Cu2Se does not exhibit a strong temperature dependency between 300 - 900 K, the interfacial
boundary resistance from diffuse phonon scattering will be strong in the entire temperature
range.

3.5 Conclusions
We used intense ball milling followed by the melt-quench process to fabricate a
nanocomposite material consisting of graphene nanoplatelets incorporated into a Cu2Se matrix.
The as-prepared sample with 0.15 wt% graphene showed a significant reduction of thermal
conductivity from ~0.8 W∙m-1∙K-1 to ~0.4 W∙m-1∙K-1, leading to a very high thermoelectric
figure-of-merit (zT~2.44 at 873 K) with reliable cycling stability. The temperature dependency
of the other thermoelectric relevant parameters (σ, S, PF, etc.) was also measured
systematically from 300 K to 873 K, and the results showed a correlation with the graphene
content. Electron microscopy revealed a hierarchal composite microstructure consisting of
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nanoscale Cu2Se grains enclosed within a carbonaceous network. The presence of the
carbonaceous material at the grain boundaries reduces both thermal and electrical conductivity,
but the effect on thermal conductivity is greater, leading to a significant enhancement of zT.
Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction results demonstrate a moderate degree of lattice
expansion of graphene-doped samples compared with undoped Cu2Se and showed that no
solid-state reactions between carbon and Cu2Se occurred up to high temperatures. This is
rationalized using density functional theory calculations which show that the solid-solution of
carbon in Cu2Se is enthalpically unfavorable. The novel liquid phase mixing employed in the
synthesis of these materials leads to a hierarchal microstructure consisting of carbon inclusions
at various spatial scales. The mechanism for the reduced heat transport is correlated with the
phonon density of states of multi-layered graphene or graphite and Cu2Se which are poorly
matched. This is the key to inhibiting phonon transport across the inhomogeneous
microstructure. The reduction in thermal conductivity has an important effect on enhancing the
zT of C /Cu2Se composites. A full quantitative treatment of the thermal conductivity, possibly
using the diffuse mismatch model to assess the upper limits on the thermoelectric performance,
would be very useful, but this demands new numerical techniques involving the full dispersion
and velocity of each phonon branch which is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, if
the underlying model is correct, then incorporating chemically-stable low-atomic-mass
materials with a mismatch in their phonon density of states into hierarchal microstructures
containing a heavy thermoelectric matrix will be a generally effective strategy to enhance
thermoelectric performance.
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Chapter 4
Thermoelectric Performance of Graphene Doped Cu2Se System Achieved
by SPS Method

4.1 Abstract
This chapter reports the fabrication of graphene nanoplate (GNP) incorporated Cu2Se using
ball milling method followed by spark plasma sintering (SPS) process. All samples are
characterized comprehensively by HRTEM, room temperature and high temperature
synchrotron X-ray diffraction, differential thermal analysis, and thermoelectric properties
measurements. The GNP is found densely and homogeneously distributed inside the matrix
material, leading to a large density of grain boundaries and refined Cu2Se grains as well as
GNP/Cu2Se interfaces. Despite of slight changes to electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient
and power factor by the GNP incorporation, the figure-of-merit (zT) in GNP incorporated
Cu2Se is enhanced by a factor of up to 1.7 at 873 K compared to the undoped sample. Our
results indicate that it is the GNP/ Cu2Se interfaces that play an important role in the great
reduction on thermal conductivity and significantly enhancement of zT. This work provides a
suitable strategy to apply carbon engineering in improving thermoelectric performance in the
Cu2Se and other related compounds.

4.2 Introduction
Thermoelectric (TE) materials have been regarded as a promising solution to the severe
energy crisis in recently decades for the capability of directly converting heat into electricity
or vice versa.[1, 2] With breakthroughs in modern theories and advanced fabrications, various
TE systems like Skutterudites, Clathrates, complex alloys, metal chalcogenides, conductive
polymers, and some oxides have been proved suitable candidates for medium and high
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temperature applications.[3,

4]

The efficiency of a given thermoelectric material could be

represented as the dimensionless figure-of-merit (zT), defined as 𝑧𝑇 = 𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇/𝜅, where S, σ and
κ are Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity, respectively.[5-7] In
most cases, however, the power factor (𝑆 2 𝜎) is difficult to be modulated due to the well-known
competing correlations between S and σ, thus κ becomes a decisive factor for optimizing
thermoelectric performance.[4] Till now, phonon-glass electrical-crystal (PGEC) or low
dimensional super lattice are the main approaches that can intrinsically reduce thermal
conductivity, based on which people have developed different strategies to achieve high zT.
The superionic cuprous selenide, a unique PGEC for the liquid-like behaviour of Cu atoms,
represents a promising class of high temperature thermoelectric materials thanks to the ultralow
thermal conductivity and moderate power factor over a wide temperature range.[8, 9] Over the
past few years, various strategies have been reported to improve the zT of Cu2Se based TE
materials, including doping,[10] nanostructuring,[11] hierarchical architecturing,[12] entropy
gene-like alloying,[13] etc. Recently, it has been reported that the incorporation of carbon
inclusion such as graphite, carbon black, carbon fibre and carbon nanotube (CNT) could
significantly increase the zT of Cu2Se for up to 2.4 at 900 K.[14, 15] Studies have shown that the
mismatch of phonon state and the chemical interaction between carbon and cuprous selenide
generally lead to the substantial reduction in thermal conductivity, but at the cost of some
deterioration in power factor. Hence, incorporation of matrix material with CNT was proved a
promising tactic for reducing thermal conductivity, which was recently confirmed in other TE
systems.[16, 17]
Based on the fact that the interfacial resistance in the carbon incorporated Cu2Se sample plays
an essential role in reducing thermal conductivity, the graphene, consisting of layers of carbon
hexagonal super lattice, could be another promising candidate to be incorporated into Cu2Se,
for it has similar elemental composition with CNT and even larger specific area to form the
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interfaces. Besides, the relatively profound studied electron model, the reliable flexibility and
the chemical stability of graphene could also make it competitive.[18-20] In this work, the
graphene nanoplate (GNP) incorporated Cu2Se samples were fabricated via spark plasma
sintering (SPS) process and the optimized thermoelectric performance was achieved. With
GNP incorporation, a significant reduction in thermal conductivity from ~1.1 to ~0.6 W ∙ m−1 ∙
K −1 at 873 K was obtained, thus leads to an enhanced figure-of-merit by a factor of up to 1.7
from 300 K to 873 K compared with undoped sample. Our results indicated that it is the GNP/
Cu2Se interfaces that play an important role in the giant reduction in thermal conductivity and
significantly enhanced zT. This work provides an effective strategy to utilize carbon
engineering in improving thermoelectric performance in Cu2Se and other related compounds.

4.3 Experimental Section
4.3.1 Sample fabrication
Copper Selenide (~99.998%) in the form of coarse powder was commercially obtained. The
graphene nanoplate having size of 50-70 nm, and specific surface area of 150 mm2/g was
acquired from Sigma Aldrich, Australia. The x wt% GNP/ Cu2Se (x=0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.50)
powder was weighed out in stoichiometric proportions, and sealed in a PTFE jar inside a glove
box. Zirconia balls were used as milling media with a ball/material weight ratio of 10:1.
Mechanical dissolving was conducted by rotating the vial at 450 rpm for 5 h using a planetary
ball milling followed by the process of spark plasma sintering (SPS, Sumitomo SPS-2040) at
around 723 K for 20 min under a pressure of 50 MPa. Electrically isolating and thermally
conducting BN layers were adopted to prohibit DC pulsed currents going through the sample.
Polycrystalline samples with high density (> 95% of the theoretical density) were obtained for
all doping level.
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4.3.2 Measurement and characterization
The phase purity of x wt% GNP/ Cu2Se samples was characterized by using X-ray diffraction
(GBC MMA) with Cu Kα radiation, followed by the Rietveld refinements conducted by the
Rietica software package. Synchrotron powder diffraction was conducted in Australia
Synchrotron Centre using bending magnet beamline source. Field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL 7500) was used to reveal the phase composition and
microstructure of as-synthesized bulk samples. STEM image and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) for graphitic phase tracking was operated on JEOL 200F. The electrical
conductivity (σ) and Seebeck coefficient (S) were measured simultaneously in argon
atmosphere in the temperature range from 300 to 973 K using a RZ2001i system. The thermal
diffusivity (D) was measured by the laser flash method (Linseis LFA 1000) under argon
conditions. The specific heat under constant pressure (Cp) was determined by differential
scanning calorimetry on a DSC-204F1 Phoenix under argon atmosphere with a flow rate of 50
ml/min. The sample density (ρ) was calculated using the measured weight and dimensions,
which was also confirmed by the Archimedes method. The thermal conductivity (κ) was
calculated by κ=Cp×D×ρ.

4.4 Results and Discussions
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Figure 4. 1 (a) XRD patterns for x GNP/ Cu2Se composite samples (x= 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and
0.50 weight percent). (b) Synchrotron powder diffraction patterns for the 0.25 wt% GNP/
Cu2Se composite sample with increasing temperature, inset is the lattice strain estimated via
Williamson-Hall Plot and the illustration for (111) peak in β-phase Cu2Se.

Figure 4.1(a) shows the Rietveld refined XRD patterns for the composite samples x GNP/
Cu2Se (x= 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 wt%). All peaks are well indexed with the standard
pattern of monoclinic Cu2Se (α-phase). Figure 4.1(b) demonstrates the synchrotron powder
diffraction patterns for 0.25 wt% GNP/ Cu2Se sample measured from room temperature to 600
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K. It can be seen that the sample remains as α-phase from room temperature to 400 K at which
a phase transition to the cubic Cu2Se (β-phase) taking place and preserving up to the maximum
measured temperature of 600 K. The XRD patterns clearly reveal that the (002) plane of αphase converts to (111) plane of β-phase during the phase transition temperature. The position
and width of (111) peak in β-phase varies with increasing temperature, from which we can
deduce the lattice expansion and strain relief.

Figure 4. 2 (a) HRTEM image of the pristine graphene nanoplate. (b) SEM image of the
fractured surface of 0.25 wt% GNP/ Cu2Se sample, black patches should be the carbon
aggolemerations. (c) HAADF image of the FIB milled 0.25 wt% GNP/ Cu2Se sample, inset is
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the EELS result for the selected area. (d) EDS spectrum and elemental mapping of the area in
(c).

Figure 4.2(a) presents the high resolution TEM image of the pristine GNP. Calculated from
the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectrum, the average thickness of the GNP is
~2nm, that is 4-6 layers of carbon. Figure 4.2(b) shows the SEM image on the fractography of
the 0.25 wt% GNP/ Cu2Se sample. The fracture surface shows a highly compacted structure
consisting of ~50 µm Cu2Se grains and carbon agglomerations located at grain boundaries.
Figure 4.2(c) shows the high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image of the FIB milled
lamella from 0.25 wt% GNP/ Cu2Se sample. It shows that the incorporated GNP aggregate as
flake-like carbon inclusions and distribute homogeneously inside the matrix material. Figure
4.2(d) shows the energy disperse spectroscopy (EDS) and elemental mapping results for the
selected area of the sample in Figure 4.2(c). The atomic ratio of Cu and Se is in agreement with
the stoichiometric composition of Cu2Se, while an obvious peak of carbon is observed, which
is consistent with the TEM results. All these results indicate that the GNP is incorporated into
the Cu2Se matrix, forming a carbon phase reinforced nanocomposite structure.
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Figure 4. 3 Temperature dependent (a) electrical conductivity (σ); (b) Seebeck coefficient (S);
and (c) power factor (PF) for x GNP/ Cu2Se samples (x= 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 wt%).

Figure 4.3 shows the temperature dependent electrical conductivity (σ), Seebeck coefficient
(S) and power factor (PF) of the samples for x GNP/ Cu2Se (x= 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.50
wt%). The σ for all samples decreases with elevating temperature. Upon doping with the GNP,
the σ is doubled the value in x=0.15/ 0.25 wt% samples compared with the undoped sample,
then decreases slowly with increasingly GNP doping level. The enhancement of σ is quite
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remarkable and it is completely different from other carbon incorporated Cu2Se in which the σ
only changes a little with carbon doping.[14, 15] The reason for the much enhanced σ could be
related to more Cu vacancies somehow caused by GNP inclusion which in turn increases the
hole concentrations for x<0.35 wt%. For more doping of GNP incorporation where x>0.35
wt%, the σ decreases. We have the following suggestions. According to the reported works on
the CNT/ Cu2Se hybrid material, it is reasonable to regard GNP as a facile reservoir of Cu
atoms either adhering on the surface or locating between the carbon layers.[15] During the SPS
process, the Cu atoms in GNP could migrate into Cu2Se and decrease the hole number in the
matrix material, inevitably resulting in the reduction of σ if a large fraction of GNP existed.
As shown in figure 4.3(b), the Seebeck coefficient (S) value of all GNP/ Cu2Se composite
samples are positive, which is indicative of p-type electronic transport retaining in all samples.
All samples show that S values with ascending tendency in the full measured temperature
range. In relation to the GNP doping level, the variation tendency of S is simply opposite to the
electrical conductivity. The S value first decreases for x=0.15 wt%, then increases accordingly
with higher fraction of GNP. Combining the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, a
maximum power factor (PF) of ~12.5 × 10−4 WmK −2 has been obtained in the GNP free
matrix at 873 K as shown in figure 4.3(c). It is noticeable that the overall PF for all GNP
incorporated Cu2Se composite samples are smaller than that of the pure Cu2Se owing to the
reduction in the Seebeck coefficient with the maximum values of 11.9, 11.7, 9.5 and 9.2
× 10−4 WmK −2 for 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 wt% GNP/ Cu2Se samples, respectively.
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Figure 4. 4 Temperature dependence of (a) specific heat capacity under constant pressure (Cp);
(b) total thermal conductivity (κ); (c) figure-of-merit (zT) and (d) Seebeck effect compatibility
factor (s) of the x GNP/ Cu2Se composite samples (x= 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 wt%).

Figure 4.4(a) shows the temperature dependence of the specific heat (Cp) for undoped and
doped samples. The integral of the peak within the phase transition temperature, which is also
regarded as the transition enthalpy, are very similar for all samples. Remarkably, although the
phase transition of all the samples start at almost the same temperature, the peaks of the Cp
curves shift to high temperature gradually with higher GNP doping level, which is likely due
to the enhanced transition obstacle caused by the increasing interfacial strain in the GNP/ Cu2Se
composites.
As is shown in figure 4.4(b), the thermal conductivity (κ) decreases drastically with GNP
fraction of x=0.15 wt%, and it drops to a minimum value amongst all the samples from ~1.1 to
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~0.6 Wm−1 K −1 at 873 K for x=0.25 wt%. The great reduction in thermal conductivity could
be attributed to two different factors. 1) The chemical interaction between the carbon phase
and the Cu2Se matrix could strongly suppress the phonons. 2) The tremendous mismatch of the
phonon states between C and Cu could significantly enhance the thermal interfacial resistance.
The zT values of all samples are shown in figure 4.4(c). The GNP free Cu2Se sample possesses
a maximum zT of ~0.9 at 873 K. Upon the incorporated GNP, the zT values increase with
doping concentration and raise up with temperature, achieving a maximum zT of ~1.8 at 873
K for the x=0.25 wt% GNP incorporated sample. The enhancement of zT by GNP is replotted
as an inset in figure 4(c). We can see that the zT is significantly enhanced by a factor of up to
1.7 compared with undoped sample from 300 K to 873 K. Besides the high zT values that is
preferred in practical applications, the thermoelectric compatibility factor, s, is another
important factor which should be considered about when designing an efficient thermoelectric
module.[21] The maximum efficiency of a thermoelectric generator or refrigerator will be
greatly restricted if the compatibility factor for the segments of n- and p-type thermoelectric
materials differ from each other by a factor larger than two.[22] Hence, a relatively constant s
with controllable value should be beneficial to determine the best applicable temperature range
and best matching material for a certain thermoelectric material. Therefore, a relatively high
efficiency could be achieved from the coupled thermoelectric modules, which is gratifying for
the practical applications. The calculated temperature dependence of s for the Seebeck effect
with different GNP fractions is shown in figure 4.4(d). The s values ranging in 2-6 show good
accordance with GNP doping level, indicating a controllable tuning of the compatibility factor
through GNP incorporation. The large value range and the stable slope of the curve of s will
be helpful for the application of thermoelectric modules.

4.5 Conclusions
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In summary, we fabricated graphene nanoplate (GNP) incorporated Cu2Se samples using ball
milling method followed by SPS process. XRD characterization indicated the lattice
parameters in GNP incorporated Cu2Se samples, and the structure conversion, peak shift and
strain change of GNP/ Cu2Se samples at high temperature were also discussed. Microstructural
study revealed that the homogeneous dispersion of carbon phase compacted the Cu2Se grains,
forming a highly dense structure. The prepared samples showed reduction in thermal
conductivity from ~1.1 W∙m-1∙K-1 for pure sample to ~0.6 W∙m-1∙K-1 for the 0.25 wt% GNP/
Cu2Se sample at 873 K, leading to an enhanced thermoelectric figure-of-merit (zT~1.8 at 873
K). The optimized thermoelectric performance in good coordination with GNP fraction
indicated that incorporating 2D super lattice with matrix TE material could be a promising
strategy to enhance the figure-of-merit in Cu2Se and other related TE materials.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

Carbon engineered thermoelectric materials offer new opportunities for modulating
thermoelectric performance owing to carbon’s unique phonon state, large thermopower, light
atom weight, mechanical flexibility, and tunable high electrical conductivity. This thesis
reports a systematic study of graphene doping effect on the significant enhancement of
thermoelectric performance and the mechanism for Cu2Se thermoelectric material.

In this thesis, a nanocomposite material consisting of graphene nanoplatelets incorporated
into a Cu2Se matrix is fabricated via intense ball milling followed by the melt-quench process.
The as-fabricated sample with 0.15 weight percent graphene is observed a significant reduction
of thermal conductivity from ~0.8 W∙m-1∙K-1 to ~0.4 W∙m-1∙K-1, leading to giant enhanced
thermoelectric figure-of-merit (zT~2.44 at 873 K) with reliable chemical stability. The
temperature dependency of the other thermoelectric relevant parameters (σ, S, PF, etc.) is
measured systematically from 300 K to 873 K, and the results showed a correlation with the
graphene content. Electron microscopy reveals a complex microstructure consisting of
nanoscale Cu2Se grains reinforced by a carbonaceous network. The presence of the graphitic
phase at the grain boundaries reduces both thermal and electrical conductivity, while the effect
on thermal conductivity is greater, leading to a significant enhancement of zT. Synchrotron Xray powder diffraction patterns demonstrate a moderate degree of lattice expansion of
graphene-doped samples compared with undoped Cu2Se and showed that no solid-state
reactions between carbon and Cu2Se occurred up to high temperatures. This is also rationalized
by density functional theory calculations which show that the solid-solution of carbon in Cu2Se
is enthalpically unfavorable. The novel liquid phase mixing employed in the synthesis of these
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materials leads to a hierarchal microstructure consisting of carbon inclusions at various spatial
scales. The mechanism for the reduced heat transport is correlated with the greatly mismatched
phonon density of states of multi-layered graphene or graphite and, which is the key to
inhibiting phonon transport across the inhomogeneous microstructure. The reduction in
thermal conductivity triggeres an important effect on enhancing the zT of C /Cu2Se composites.
A full quantitative treatment of the thermal conductivity, possibly using the diffuse mismatch
model to assess the upper limits on the thermoelectric performance, would be very useful, but
this demands new numerical techniques involving the full dispersion and velocity of each
phonon branch which is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, if the underlying model
is correct, then incorporating chemically-stable low-atomic-mass materials with a mismatch in
their phonon density of states into hierarchal microstructures containing a heavy thermoelectric
matrix would be a generally effective strategy to enhance thermoelectric performance.

This thesis also studies the graphene nanoplatelet incorporated Cu2Se samples fabricated
using ball milling method followed by SPS process. The as-prepared highly dense
polycrystalline samples show significant reduction on thermal conductivity from ~1.1 W∙m1

∙K-1 to ~0.6 W∙m-1∙K-1, leading to a greatly enhanced thermoelectric figure of merit (zT~1.8 at

873 K) with reliable cycling stability. Temperature dependency of different thermoelectric
parameters (σ, S, PF, etc.) are measured from 300 K to 873 K, the results show good
coordination with the fraction of graphitic secondary phase. Microstructural studies reveal the
unique composition that tiny and dense Cu2Se grains are compacted with the carbon network,
which could strongly block the heat transport. X-ray powder diffraction results present obvious
lattice constant expansion of graphene doped samples compared with undoped Cu2Se, implying
the existence of strong strain effect or some carbon atoms doped in the lattice of Cu2Se. In
conclusion, incorporating thermoelectric materials with graphene nanoplatelets to form the
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hybrid materials is proved to be an effective way reducing thermal conductivity. On the
interface between two phases, the atoms are matched by Van der Wall bonds, which could
greatly scatter the phonon during the heat transportation. This mechanism is also found in
Cu2Se/ carbon nanotube hybrid system and is believed to be a universal phenomenon in the
state-of-art TE materials to reduce the thermal conductivity.

This thesis further proves that that the carbon hybrid Cu2Se thermoelectric material exhibit
excellent thermoelectric performance. It is found that the graphene inclusion induces large
density of interfaces and significantly reduces grain size, leading to the blocking of the thermal
transportation, or reducing the thermal conductivity, and retaining the Cu2Se’s power factor as
high as that of undoped one. The incorporation of matrix thermoelectric materials with carbon
inclusion is proved a promising strategy to optimize the figure-of-merit of the existed TE
systems.
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